As another eventful year at All Saints’ College draws to a close and we prepare to farewell the Class of 2015, it is a perfect time to reflect on the past 12 months with this edition of the Columba. Thank you to the enthusiastic members of the 2015 Publications Committee for generously giving their time to contribute to this edition. I hope you all feel proud of the final product which would not have been achieved without your hard work.

This year’s Committee was ably led by Katelyn Hann (Publications Captain), who deserves special mention for her dedication and commitment to the role. Katelyn was one of the first students I met when I began working at the College four years ago, and throughout that time she has been a vital member of the Committee.

I wish the Year 12s all the best for the years to come, as you each embark on new and exciting adventures. I hope you treasure this yearbook and reflect on the special times you have experienced here as a student at All Saints’ College.

Miss Karyn Osmetti
Community Relations (Publications) Officer
Columba 2015 Editor
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FROM THE Publications Captain

2015 has certainly been a year to remember. Although it proved to be challenging at times, nothing compared to the amazing opportunity I was given as Publications Captain – something I will cherish forever.

I have been a part of the Publications Committee since Year 8 and have watched it grow and blossom. Without a doubt I have learnt many valuable life skills, and also the power of teamwork. The 2015 Columba would not be possible without the hard work of the committee and I thank you all.

This yearbook is full of articles and photographs from the many events and activities which have happened in both the Junior School and Senior School this year. The final product you have in front of you is a wonderful record of life at All Saints’ College, of you is a wonderful record of life at All Saints’. The 2015 Columba together.

I want to give a message to the future students of All Saints’ – take each opportunity as it comes, work hard and cherish every moment at the College.

And to the graduating Class of 2015 - it has been a wonderful experience getting to know each and every one of you. Life will be different after we leave the College: no more uniforms and no set time for recess or lunch. However, the one thing that we will always have in common is that we were lucky enough to be students at All Saints’, and will always be connected as Old Saints.

I cannot thank the College enough for the opportunities, experiences and life lessons I have gained throughout my 14 years as a student. Happy reading this edition of the Columba we have created for you.

Katelyn Hann
Year 12

FROM THE Principal

There has been much to celebrate in this, the College’s 35th year, and Columba 2015 is a wonderful chronicle of ‘the year that was’.

As a College, we were able to significantly progress this year our Strategic Plan (2014 – 2018) within each of its five goals.

The most visible of the 2015 infrastructure developments is the construction of a new three-storey building, due to open in mid-2016. This new facility will house our Years 5 and 6 students, and provide a top floor from which all students will benefit. It has been exciting watching this large structure take shape, although I appreciate it has caused a number of inconveniences, and so sincere thanks to everyone for their patience and understanding during this time.

Another significant addition to the College’s facilities this year is the development of four new hardcourts, in support of our growing sports program.

Our new, blue courts have been enormously popular with all students for formal sports training and games, and also for those most important lunchtime games of fun and friendship.

Underground, and thus invisible, but also of much significance is another 2015 development from which we will all benefit in the years to come – our ‘super highway’, connecting All Saints’ to the world, providing very fast internet access without having to traverse the public internet. The College is proud to have partnered with Australia’s Academic and Research Network (AARNet) to provide for our community a high-capacity, leading-edge communications service to Australia’s universities and research organisations. This allows ASC to participate in, and collaborate with, learning communities across Australia and the world.

This year also saw the College implement Stage 1 of our new wellbeing framework, The Leader in Me. Ask any student in the Junior School and in Year 7 why the coming summer holidays are important, for instance, and they will explain that the vacation represents for all of us a great time to ‘sharpen the saw’! They’ll also, amongst many other important things, be able to explain why it is important that each of us develops active listening skills, why we ought to ‘seek first to understand’ as we strive in all our interactions for a ‘win / win’ outcome. Our new wellbeing framework has been very useful in helping us all focus on developing skills of self-efficacy, as well as the skills to develop effective interpersonal relationships.

There were many other achievements to celebrate in 2015 – far too many to list here – and I thank our tireless and dedicated staff and Board, parents, Old Saints and friends of the College.

I thank, too, our wonderful student body – so ably led by our strong and positive, humble and gracious leaders: College Captains, Sarah Myers and Mat Blevin, and Junior School Counsellors, Lauren McVeigh and Liam Fukumoto, and their respective leadership teams. And I thank all students, whether badge-holders or not, for the way in which they have strived to live the College’s values – Respect, Integrity and Courage – in all their interactions.

In particular, I acknowledge our Class of 2015 – a lively, caring and focused group of students who have been great role models for the younger year levels. There is no greater legacy than that! We thank you, we wish you well in the years ahead and we hope you will retain your association with your Alma mater.

Ms Belinda Provis
This year at All Saints’ College we have had some great opportunities to show what we can achieve as a community of students, parents, teachers and support staff.

As a school we naturally have a strong focus on learning and teaching, but this is supported by an equally strong commitment to service, a love of sport, and an appreciation of the arts.

The outstanding academic results of our Class of 2014 started this year on a very high note. We recognise the students’ hard work and talent made this possible, and acknowledge the support and guidance from their teachers, families and friends. What is particularly pleasing is that All Saints’ is not a selective school, yet we can and do reach the highest academic standards. Our focus is on each student, and on helping each to reach his or her potential. We equally celebrate when our students get into the courses or careers that they aspire to, or reach a personal goal.

The greatest advantage in being a non-selective school is the wonderful diversity it brings. We embrace families from many different backgrounds and cultures. Our students have an amazing range of interests and talents, and a capacity to share, support each other, and grow lasting friendships. Being coeducational is fundamental to our diversity and supports our sense of being as a whole community. Our scholarships and staff development.

As a foundation of the Anglican Church, we have received strong stewardship throughout the year from the Diocese of Perth. In April, Archbishop of Perth, the Most Reverend Roger Herft AM, joined us at a Board meeting and challenged us to forge a strong link between our Junior and Senior Schools. The All Saints’ College Foundation builds assets for the future while contributing substantially each year to our scholarships and staff development.

Ties with the Bull Creek-Leeming Parish have been strengthened by some of our Senior School students participating in the annual Stations of the Cross Exhibition. Their pieces of art were used on Good Friday by the Parish as a way of participating in Christ’s journey to the Cross.

The subjects of our Chapel services have been varied in 2015. For the Early Childhood services, we celebrated having loving mothers and thought about creation and the good things in life. During Junior School and Senior School Chapel we looked at the Christian basis of our College values of Respect, Integrity and Courage (RIC), the meaning of the Apostles’ Creed and the Lord’s Prayer, as well as reviewing the meaning and practices of Lent. We also held special services throughout the year, including commemorating ANZAC Day and celebrating NAIDOC Week.

In Term 3 we tried something a little different in Senior School Chapel. Instead of the usual pattern of hymn, Bible reading, homily and prayers, we followed a pattern of contemplation and meditation on the “I am” sayings of Jesus in St John’s Gospel. A picture illustrating the saying was shown on a PowerPoint presentation and the students were asked to contemplate it. Then they were asked to close their eyes, before being taken through a guided meditation on the saying.

As in the past, Tutor Groups and House Captains in the Senior School have been responsible for reading and leading the prayers. In the Junior School, Hannah Greaves and Callum Stickells (both Year 6), have been able Service Captains, so much so that they were responsible for leading most Chapel services, apart from the address which they kindly left for me.

To save my embarrassment in all things technological, Myles Keefe (Year 6) and Noah Giussca (Year 10), operated the computer and PowerPoint presentations throughout this year. Felicity Metcalfe (Year 10) and Caitlin Berry (Year 9) helped in preparing the Chapel for services, while our organ scholar Jacob Smith (Year 9) played in both Chapel and Parish services. The College’s Heritage Coordinator, Mr John Beaverstock, continued to bring his brilliance to services both as an organist and a singing teacher. Head of Music Mrs Annette Kerkvokius and Music Tutor Mrs Angela Curre were invaluable in preparing and organising musical students for Eucharist. I thank all these staff and students, as well as all the other people who contributed throughout 2015 to Chapel services as actors, props or gaffers.

Father Patrick Duckworth
The beginning of the year saw our Year 5 and 6 students settle into their new College home, The Village, with optimism and enthusiasm. At the same time, the old Year 5 and 6 block was demolished and construction of the new building began.

As I look back on this year, the implementation of The Leader In Me in the Junior School and Year 7 stands out as a significant development. In December 2014, teaching staff embarked on professional development to learn about the 7 Habits of Highly Effective People. They then incorporated these into their teaching programs.

The 7 Habits were also incorporated into each Assembly this year, and our Year 4s presented a special item depicting each habit. Parents were also invited to attend an information session to hear about the program and how they can use the habits at home.

One of the broad aims of implementing The Leader In Me is to develop leadership capacity within our students, which works alongside our more formal leadership process in the Junior School. Giving students a voice and providing an avenue for them to express ideas is part of this.

A number of students embraced their leadership potential to raise awareness of causes they feel strongly about this year. Year 6 students Elyshia Gault and Tara Wylie raised awareness for people with vision impairments and the important role guide dogs play in their lives. OliviaClinckers (Year 6) raised awareness of autism and encouraged everyone to celebrate differences in themselves and others. These examples show leadership in action as the students stayed true to their causes and worked through a process to see that their ideas were realised.

Teachers and students have embraced The Leader In Me, which we believe over time will provide an operating system to enable students to be empowered to make good choices and develop confidence and independence.

Young students in Pre-Primary and Year 1 climbed trees and splashed in puddles at the Bush School this year. The program continued to grow and flourish in 2015, with an expansion to two year groups. Having time to slow down with uninterrupted thinking allows our students to deeply consider and wonder about concepts in the natural environment.

Exhibitions of class inquiry projects were once again a highlight of 2015 and allowed students to present their learning to the community. The Year 4 Plant Exhibition, Year 5 Gold Rush Exhibition and Year 6 ‘From Federation to Freedom’ Exhibition were all examples of inquiry projects where deep learning was celebrated.

Arts Alive VI was a showcase of our talented Music and Dance students who engaged the audience with their energy and skills. This ongoing exploration of the mind and body in Music and Dance not only benefits the future development in the Arts, but also other disciplines such as Science and Mathematics.

Our students in the area of Sport represented their Houses and also the College strongly this year in Junior School Interhouse and IPSHA Interschool Carnivals. We commend all our students who competed to the best of their ability in these events.

Whilst the Year 5 and 6 block continues to grow in our midst, we continue to anticipate what this new learning space will provide for the future. It is very exciting!

Ms Penelope Crane

Student Leaders 2015
This year has been a blast, with many great highlights at All Saints’ College. It has been a pleasure to be part of the Junior School Student Leaders for 2015.

Before this year, we could never have imagined we would speak in front of the whole All Saints’ community. However, the more times we spoke in front of people, the more confident we felt and the stronger we grew as a team.

All of the different opportunities we had to speak publicly this year were amazing. The Thrive in Five evening was great and Arts Alive VI was also really fun and such a special opportunity. We even got to speak at the IPSHA Athletics Carnival!

We loved seeing all of the fundraisers different students organised this year, including Jeans for Genes Day, Live Below the Line, Jersey Thursday, Guide Dog Day and Autism Foundation Day. It was great to see so many people care so highly about others.

We have learnt so much this year and had the privilege to meet and work with many successful and wonderful people. We would like to thank Ms Crane because without her, all of the Assemblies and everything we did would not have been possible. She encouraged us to do challenging things.

To the rest of the Junior School Student Leaders - being able to have the honour of working with you has been phenomenal. Thank you.

We are proud to have been your College Councillors for 2015 and we can’t wait to see who will be in the positions next year.

Liam Fukumoto and Lauren McVeigh
Year 6

2015 has been an exciting year for us as the Environment Captains, trying to come up with new ways of getting the environmental message across to students.

In Term 1 we came up with ideas for new and fun ways to tell the students how to use the bins which promote recycling. Eventually we started filming our ‘dunk your junk’ video. To make the video eye-catching, we filmed us dunking our junk through a mini basketball hoop!

To start off Term 2, we presented our ‘dunk your junk’ rap. We think everyone loved the video and we all had a laugh!

After that we noticed more people were putting their rubbish in the correct bins. Then to emphasise our point, we started educating the Year 5s about what goes in each bin.

We were busy in Term 3 updating our environment board with beautiful Year 4 artworks and definitions about the environment. We noticed that the Year 5s were putting their rubbish in the right bin, but the Year 6s weren’t as good, so we decide to educate them as well.

This year has been both hard and fun trying to promote the environmental message. We wish the 2016 Captains well in trying their hardest to promote the environmental message at All Saints’ College.

Cooper Lewis and Sophia Young
Year 6

We enjoyed working with Father Patrick throughout the year as the Junior School Service Captains.

Before the first Chapel service for 2015 we practised and were both very nervous, but Father Patrick helped us to gain confidence, and when we read out the readings we weren’t worried anymore.

As Service Captains we had many amazing opportunities, including speaking at the Years 6 to 12 Eucharist and sometimes speaking at Assembly as well. We also attended a Eucharist at a different school with many student leaders from around Perth. In our roles we have also had the opportunity to do fundraisers and help with fundraisers other students organised.

When I (Hannah) heard that I didn’t get the position of College Councillor, I tried out for Service Captain. I had to type up a speech and read it out to the Junior School. I was very happy when I heard that I got this position.

One day all the people who didn’t get positions were called up. They said there were no boys taking Service Captain, so I (Callum) went ahead and applied. It has been a great opportunity.

Although we both initially applied for other Junior School leadership positions, we are happy that we were chosen as Service Captains for 2015.

Hannah Greaves and Callum Stickells
Year 6
Cowan had a fantastic year in 2015 and we are so honoured to have been the Captains for this House.

To start off the year, Cowan competed in the Interhouse Swimming Carnival. The Year 3s were really excited as this was their first time competing. It was fantastic to see everyone proudly wearing purple swimming caps and ribbons. After all the hard work and perseverance, Cowan came second in the overall competition. All the Cowan students cheering on the sidelines and encouragement of one another saw us come third for the Spirit Trophy.

In Term 2, all students from Kindergarten to Year 12 had a great time participating in the whole-College Interhouse Cross Country Carnival. Cowan had great spirit on the day, inspiring and cheering one another on which got us fourth place overall. All of our House from the Junior School and Senior School had a fantastic time. Cowan students were enthusiastic at the Interhouse Athletics Carnival in Term 3. It was so much fun decorating our House bay completely purple. Everyone was so excited for the day and we all tried our hardest. All students in Cowan cheered and encouraged each other so loud and proud. We had a great day and placed fifth overall. We are both so proud of our House.

At the end of third term, Cowan participated in Jersey Thursday, as well as The Autism Day and Guide Dogs Australia Fundraisers. It was great to see everyone wearing their favourite sporting team’s jersey. We also enjoyed seeing everyone wearing different coloured laces to represent that we are all different.

It was an honour being House Captains of Cowan this year.

William Tomlinson and Ashley Tsang
Year 6

Cowan House Years 3 to 6

BACK ROW: Tim White, Dante Barrett, Yan Liu, Ayomide Olowookere, James Bingham, Patrick McPhail, Dakota Allen, Jakob Powell, Rachel Vujcic
THIRD ROW: Thomas Bartels, Isabella O’Connor, William Tomlinson, Harrison O’Dowd-Creagan, Matthew Harrwood, Ginger Williams-Buckenara, Ashley Tsang, Olivia Haliday, Tristan Clement, Elia Loewen
SECOND ROW: Ayomide Olowookere, Noah Jones, Caroline Nagajek, James Stachewicz, Connor Young, Ms Melinda Keelan, Joshua Bartels, Brook Chapell, Eleanor Murray, Raveen Wijesuriya, Holly Burwood
FRONT ROW: Marshall Tomlinson, Kate Cotham, Sienna Keelan, Megan Burrows, Busola Oyewopo, Amber Thomson-Russell, Asha Lie, Elana Yudkin, Thenuk Wijemanne
ABSENT: Layla Aghaie
This year for Durack House has not been one where we won all the trophies. But it has still been an impressive year for Durack.

Even though our House might not have won major events, we worked hard this year and participated in every event and activity to the best of our ability. We all loved jumping into the water for our Interhouse Swimming Carnival in Term 1. We were impressed with how well the Year 3s in Durack did, because it was their first carnival.

Durack performed extremely well in the whole-College Interhouse Cross Country Carnival, achieving second in both the Junior School and Senior School events. GO DURACK!

We showed amazing team spirit and tried our best in the Interhouse Athletics Carnival. It was amazing to see everyone remember the chant and dance moves which we had learnt at our House meeting the same week. This helped to raise our team spirit.

We enjoyed being the Durack House Captains this year. It was a fun experience and it also built on our confidence to work with others. We learnt how to lead Durack in sporting games and fitness, which was awesome.

Bailey Hardy and Sydney Johnson
Year 6
This year has been a memorable one for Forrest House. We have all showed great courage, respect, integrity and amazing team spirit.

In Term 1 Forrest showed great courage during the Interhouse Swimming Carnival. Our House placed fifth overall and even though we didn’t win all of the races we were in, we still kept our faces shining.

Forrest students showed great integrity during the whole-College Cross Country Carnival in Term 2. We tried our hardest and came sixth, but we kept our heads high and carried on.

Term 3 saw a great accomplishment for Forrest in the Interhouse Athletics Carnival. We showed great respect for the other teams when they won against us in some events. At the end we came second overall and took out the title in the grand relay.

Forrest students were also very supportive of the fundraising events which took place this year, including Jersey Thursday and ‘Walk your own way for Autism Awareness’ Day.

Morning Fitness was no problem at all, with strong participation from Forrest students. It helped us get off to a great start each day and we played some cool games.

We both enjoyed being Forrest House Captains and hope that next year’s Captains can have as much fun as we did.

Kelsey Biddulph and Louis Walkden
Year 6
First off, well done Murdoch. We cannot believe the amount our House achieved this year. We created history!

Term 1 began with the Interhouse Swimming Carnival. Did you know this was the first time ever Murdoch (in the Junior School) has won a Swimming Carnival? That was the most amazing feeling ever! Including our impromptu speech...

The second whole-College Interhouse Cross Country Carnival took place in Term 2. Unfortunately, we didn’t do so well. However, we tried our hardest and are proud of our results.

The Interhouse Athletics Carnival was a huge success - Murdoch came first! Thank goodness we did better with our speech this time around! We commend our entire House for their efforts on the day; we couldn’t have asked for a better result. Every single person played a part in winning the shield.

We would like to thank Mrs Hailes for her support, encouragement and all the effort she put into making our dreams of success a reality.

We are grateful to the Year 6 Murdoch Committee for giving us cheers, backing us up, coming up with ideas and helping us so much.

We would like to thank Mr Baptist for organising the Athletics Carnival and we would also like to thank Miss Payne for setting up the Swimming and Cross Country Carnivals.

Most of all, thank you for being the most astounding House ever. Nothing made us prouder than the people in Murdoch.

Zakaria Ebrahim and Ashley Lance
Year 6

Murdoch House Years 3 to 6

BACK ROW: Trent Bergmans, Ashley Lance, Rachael Cole, Lauren McVeigh, Callum Stickells, Dhaarshnna Murithi, Olivia Clinckers, Spencer Jones, Ethan Hipper, Samantha Sherston, Zakaria Ebrahim THIRD ROW: Mia Millward (Campbell Bridge), Leo Gatti, Gayatri Dantale, Bridget Ellement, Srinidhi Mohan, Tara Wylie, Kian Hart, Scarlett McVeigh, Ayden Glausz SECOND ROW: Caelan Lu, Zeke Hart, Patrick Jones, Ralph Wylie, Jessica Luff, Mrs Edel Hailes, Mitchell Loston, Philip An, Joshua Cole, Shay Patel, Kyle Black FRONT ROW: Katie Bergmans, Stella Hermansen, Ashlyn Rice, Abbey Parker, Cameron Hanson, Mariah Ebrahim, Angela Loston, Aaliyah Kadir, Zee Dalimore, Teena Kean, Charlotte Clinckers ABSENT: Ayden Hipper, Alex Ellement
O'Connor House had a fabulous year in all of the Junior School sporting events!

At the beginning of the year we started off with our first event, the Interhouse Swimming Carnival. We really enjoyed it as House Captains, because it was our first time running one of the Junior School Carnivals. All O'Connor students cheered their hardest and swam their best! As a result of that, O'Connor won the Spirit Trophy and placed second overall. The day was a fun and enjoyable one.

To start Term 2 we had our whole-College Interhouse Cross Country event, where everyone had a lot of fun and tried their best. Due to the support and courage shown by O'Connor House, we placed first in both the Junior School and Senior School! Our hard work cheering on the day also paid off, with O'Connor winning the Spirit Trophy for a second time this year.

As Term 3 began the Interhouse Athletics Carnival was getting closer and closer. After running our hardest in our time trials, the big day finally arrived. First was the 400m Year 6 race. They ran their hardest and had a good result. As the day went on everyone kept their spirits high and hoped for the best. We ended up placing fourth and we were really happy with that result.

We are both very proud of what we have achieved this year and hope O'Connor students always try their hardest.

Seth Connor and Matilda Gomez
Year 6
Stirling House had an amazing year participating and competing in all events in 2015.

In every carnival, Stirling strived to do their best, even if the competition was tough. Having the whole team of Stirling cheering and encouraging each other was a pleasure to see. Our enthusiasm and excitement during every event increased throughout the day. This built up a fantastic vibe during these occasions.

To start this year, we had our Years 3 to 6 Interhouse Swimming Carnival. The spirit Stirling held throughout the Carnival set a fantastic atmosphere for the day. At the start of Term 2, we had our second ever whole-College Cross Country Carnival. Stirling loved interacting and seeing all of the older students joining us for the fabulous day. Even though Stirling may not have won everything, we sure kept up our team spirit until the very end.

In Term 3 we enjoyed participating in many fundraisers and raising a lot of money for good causes. We also enjoyed contributing to the Thrive in Five evening and seeing everyone having so much fun joining in the games and activities. In Week 9, we had our Interhouse Years 1 to 6 Athletics Carnival. Stirling went all-out competing to the best of their ability, and managed to successfully place third on the day. We were so happy! We had fantastic spirit on the day, and sustained it all the way.

We are so privileged and proud of what Stirling has accomplished in 2015. We are extremely honoured to have been the House Captains for this year and we wish all the best to Stirling for 2016.

Georgie Blevin and Harrison Ion
Year 6
WHAT DO YOU ENJOY DOING AT PRE-KINDERGARTEN?

I like playing with Lego making a farm and the dinosaurs. Aryan
Digging, playing with the Playdough, playing in the garden and playing with toys. Benjamin E
Playing with dinosaurs and the other toys. Benjamin P
Drawing, painting, colouring, watering the plants, making potions and that’s all! Charmaine
Playing in the sandpit, puppets and I like drawing. Chloe A

Playing with the potions, Lego, playing outside and dinosaurs. Chloe C
Painting, drawing and playing in the sand. Emilia
Painting, drawing, playing in the sand and on the bridge. Emma
The Three Bears story, playing in the campsite, colouring and cutting, painting and Playdough. Eva
Playing in the sand. I like colouring and painting. I like singing and stories. Fiona
Playing on the swings. Hayley
Playing in the sandpit, making cakes and I like painting a butterfly. Jessica
Playdough and painting. Jing
I like the Playdough, painting, colouring and reading books. Juliet
Playing with the water, a bike and the cars. Kairon

Digging in the sand and stories. Leonardo
I like playing with the Lego. Liam
Playing in the sand and in the garden. I love painting. Maeve
Playing with my friends. I like to play with puzzles and playing outside. Maya
Painting, drawing and playing with sand. Penelope
Cars and puzzles. Runxuan
I like playing with my friends. Sienna
I like swings and playing in the sandpit with flowers. Sophia
I like to play in my secret tree house. Tavian

Painting and making things. India
Playing outside. Jun Ren
Playing in the sandpit. Kammi
Telling stories. Kayla
My friend Ewan. Levi
Playing trains and outside. Lucas
The bikes and trucks. Maxwell
Drawing and writing. Mia
Painting. Priyankika
Dressing up, singing and dancing. Raina
Building things with the blocks. Riley
I like playing with Playdough. Sinuo
Playdough. Stacie
Drawing and stories and playing with friends. Sydney
Painting. Zara

Pre-Kindergarten A
PRE-KINDERGARTEN M

BACK ROW: Mrs Tracey Gladwell, Liam Coghlan, Benjamin Pooley, Aryan Shiva, Mrs Sarah Alfano, Emilia Shingleton, Penelope Cobb, Juliet Gray, Mrs Anahita Irani
MIDDLE ROW: Maeve Young, Jessica Gawthrope, Kairon Mubarakai, Leonardo St Latte, Benjamin Evans, Charmaine Vogler, Tavian Holdsworth, Chloe Covic, Runxuan Li
FRONT ROW: Sophia Tomlinson, Emma Ross, Eva Vassallos, Hayley Caudill, Jing Liu, Sienna Raddick, Chloe Anderson, Fiona Kwek
ABSENT: Maya Ananthram

Pre-Kindergarten M
BACK ROW: Mrs Mandy Meachim, Ewan McCurrach, Levi Ceniviva, Riley Faulkner, Mrs Alison Molinis, Audrey Hilbert, Ananya Aggarwal, Mia Mitchell, Mrs Cheryl Parcell
MIDDLE ROW: Amon Orlando, Eden Edwards, Zara Sidi, Kammi Chand, Eric Xu, Alica Delahay, Sydney Teo, Anshu Vinoth, Raina Sun
FRONT ROW: Athiyaman Elumkumar, Kayla Senjaya, India Plant, Lucas Kendrick, Stacie Wong, Maxwell Peng, Jun Ren Boon, Priyanjika Balasubramanian
ABSENT: Sinuo Li

WHAT DO YOU ENJOY DOING AT PRE-Kindergarten M?

I like storytime. Alice
The trucks and building towers and rockets and outside. Amen
Drawing and dressing up. Amon
Painting and Playdough. Ananya
Painting and outside. Athiyam
Making things and singing songs. Audrey
Going outside. Eden
I can’t figure it out, let me think about it. Eric
Lots of things, stories and my friends. Ewan
Amber plays with me and I play with people. Amalie
Charlotte plays with me and Charli walks with me into school because Mia has handball.
I play ‘it’. That means you have to try and catch someone and tap them on the back then they are ‘it’.
Anisha
I do painting and playing with Renee and Kelsey.
Ava
I pretend that the ladybirds are real! This one is called Rose and this one is called Lavender. They are twins!
Charli
I play moon ball with Taj. It’s when you get a ball and throw it up really high!
Hugo
I play with Jasper and Jensen in the block corner. Ithiel
I play in the block corner building towers. Jasper
I play with the hammer set and going outside playing with the balls and jumping. I loved doing the flowers today too! (Flower arranging activity). Jayden
I play with my friends with the cars and the Playdough. Jensen
I am playing trains and building with Lu and Eli. Arya
I play with my friends. Matilda
I play cats and playing in the playground. I like to play in the sand and make a cubby castle. Milla
I play games like soccer, football and throwing. I like doing fitness and having fun. Nathan
I play mums and dads with my friends. Patrick
I play on the monkey bars and doing clay, and going in the fairy garden. Renee
I play outside and playing with the bikes outside. Yemi
I feel happy in Kindergarten when...

Theo
I play with the cars. Mitchell
I play and do things with Gabrielle. Mya
I am painting. Nina
I go on the swings. Sanah
I am happy because I love Mrs McInnis and all of my friends. They are my favourite friends. Sienna
I am building things like jets and towers. Theo
I am in the playground and that is it. William
I am playing with my friends and I love my teachers. Yemi
I feel happy in Kindergarten when...

I am on the mat and when I really, really play a lot of games and building stuff. Eli
it is the end of the day and I see mummy and I see her smile and give her a cuddle. Gabrielle
I am on the swings and riding bikes and making lots of things. Lauren
I am with my friends and hanging on the monkey bars. Loetla
I see all of my friends and playing ball outside. Luca
I am playing in the fairy garden with Alex and William. Lucas
I am reading story books and looking at Mrs McInnis’s earrings. Matilda
I play games with people. I am happy because I love my friends Lucas and Lauren. Mason
I am here with everything and everyone! Max
I feel happy in Kindergarten when...
when my dad drops me off and gives me a great big hug and kiss. Aida playing in the aeroplane because it has fake food and fake kitchen things. Allegra playing in the aeroplane because it is fun. Austin doing my numbers and learning to count to 100 and bigger numbers. Caitlyn playing with my friends. Carmen playing outside and doing the monkey bars. Chloe N making cards for my teacher and my friends. Chloe R playing and doing Maths. Hudson playing games like Batman outside. James playing with my friends. Lachlan being in the playground and playing outside. Linton playing in the Lego corner and building computers. Lucas the clay and making stuff with it. Mackenzie doing drawing because I like drawing my gerckos. Maya playing ABC Reading Eggs on the iPads. Milano playing with my friends and I like playing cats. Molly going outside in the mornings and doing the laps of our playground for fitness. Ollie that we get to do a lot of different things. Raphael the monkey bars and I like the teachers. Rhia playing with all of my friends. Sam L playing in the block corner and I like building everything. Sam S playing with the magnetic shapes because they can connect. Sedley climbing everything like the spider web, stairs and monkey bars. Sienna reading books and playing in the Maths centre. Hannah playing the fish game and ABC Reading Eggs on iPads. Holly playing outside. Imogen playing with the toys in the Space rocket. Isabel playing with the Duplo. Jaxon looking at the silkworms. Jessie building stuff. Jimi playing Monopoly Maths and also doing ABC Reading Eggs on the iPads. Joshua writing in the writing centre. Luuvi playing in the playground. Nicola going outside to play in the Kindy playground. Noah playing with the construction and blocks. Oberon we get to play. Riley going on iPads. Samara playing in the Kindy playground. Zac playing in the Space station. Zachary doing all the different things. All students getting to play.
BACK ROW: Ms Rebekah Garwood, Harper Connor, Abigail Tait, Akinshola Akinyemi, Amelie Gaudet, Daniel Haynes, Alex Hunt, Regan Bell, Diego Bagworth, Miss Diane Naisbit
MIDDLE ROW: Dylan Lim, Jacob Scov, Ashton Yu, Penelope Duff, Caitlin Mackinlay, Rohan Patel, Eloise Smart, Mia Jalas, Tyler Wheeler
FRONT ROW: Charlotte Bailey, Zoe Vassallo, Stephanie Masaryk, Elaine Gao, Imani Fanaian, Asha Hart, Astrid Rawn

Reading because I can read big novels. I liked reading Charlie and The Chocolate Factory and Billy B Brown. Abigail
Maths because I am the best at it and I love it the most. I also like learning new words, in anything. Akinshola
Japanese because I remembered a word that nobody else in the class remembered. Alex
Music because I listen. I like playing games like ‘skip to the barber shop’. Aki

SPORT because I love playing games. I played the right pot. Dylan

DANCE because I think I am good at it. I do the fun stuff like drawing. I like painting. Harper

NARRATIVE WRITING because I like making things up and characters. I am really good at it. Ashton

my school work because I do my neatest writing. I concentrate and I work well with a partner. Astrid

DANCE because I remember the moves. I like having a partner and doing a dance with them. Caitlin

Dance because I think I am good at it. I try to do it at home too. Charlotte

NARRATIVE WRITING because I like writing stories and making them. I have a special tool. I made a hammer. Heidi

SPORT because I do sports and I also do sports. Rohan

ART because I like drawing and making nature with clay. Imani

NARRATIVE WRITING because I do with the characters really well. I am the best. Rohan

Music because I like singing and playing instruments. Penelope

SPORT because I am good at jumping. I do the running best. Sebastian

Cricket because I work hard to make myself become the best I can be at it. Elin

NARRATIVE WRITING because I like writing stories and making imaginary people or characters up. Eloise

Art because I do things first and then I can do the fun stuff like drawing. I like to paint. Harper

I liked reading Charlie and The Chocolate Factory. Aki

In Year 1G I am a Leader in...

Reading because I can read big novels. I liked reading Charlie and The Chocolate Factory and Billy B Brown. Abigail
Maths because I am the best at it and I love it the most. I also like learning new words, in anything. Akinshola
Japanese because I remembered a word that nobody else in the class remembered. Alex
Music because I listen. I like playing games like ‘skip to the barber shop’. Aki

Back to nature. Emily

my mum came and she helped me to describe nature. She explained things to me. Holly

I saw a very interesting spider’s web and I had a Redback spider crawling on it. It was really scary. Ivan

I made life size houses out of branches and used the shovels to dig into the sand. Jake

I love climbing tall trees. I love lakes and sunflowers. Jessica

I made cubbies and when I finished I played in it with Amelie and Heidi. Kaitlyn

I built a cubby house out of sticks and I drew a bottle brush flower at the pond. Luca

I built lots of interesting and different cubbies with my friends, Wade and Tim. Tyson

I looked for slaters by the big tree and I loved holding them. I also loved climbing the trees. Portia-Lee

I felt like a spider when I climbed the trees. I also loved making a hammer using things I collected in the bush. Rohan

we organised ourselves into two groups and we worked together to make the most fantastic broomsticks. I pretended I was a wizard on my broomstick. Ryan

I climbed trees, ran down the hill and played a knight game. Sebastian

I worked with Tyson and Wade to build a camouflaged and safe cubby in our building process. Tim

I built lots of interesting and different cubbies with my friends, Wade and Tim. Tyson

I built a cubby castle at the pond and hammered old branches. Wade

I loved going to bush school in Year 1 because...

I climbed onto a big branch with Emily and we helped each other. Aidan

I played amongst the beautiful flowers and I really loved climbing the trees with lots of branches. Amelie

I took care of the trees by not pulling things off them and I only used natural materials that were on the ground. Ariana

I climbed the trees with the beautiful leaves. I was really good at it. Chloe

I made cubbies and climbed trees so if it rained we could play in the cubby. Eleanor

I cared about nature and nature is wonderful. Emily

I hammered on a big stick, it was like using an axe. Heidi

I listed lots of clever and interesting things using natural materials and a special tool. I made a hammer. Mahidhar

I looked for slaters by the big tree and I loved holding them. I also loved climbing the trees. Portia-Lee

I felt like a spider when I climbed the trees. I also loved making a hammer using things I collected in the bush. Rohan

we organised ourselves into two groups and we worked together to make the most fantastic broomsticks. I pretended I was a wizard on my broomstick. Ryan

I climbed trees, ran down the hill and played a knight game. Sebastian

I worked with Tyson and Wade to build a camouflaged and safe cubby in our building process. Tim

I built lots of interesting and different cubbies with my friends, Wade and Tim. Tyson

I built a cubby castle at the pond and hammered old branches. Wade

I loved going to bush school in Year 1 because...

I climbed onto a big branch with Emily and we helped each other. Aidan

I played amongst the beautiful flowers and I really loved climbing the trees with lots of branches. Amelie

I took care of the trees by not pulling things off them and I only used natural materials that were on the ground. Ariana

I climbed the trees with the beautiful leaves. I was really good at it. Chloe

I made cubbies and climbed trees so if it rained we could play in the cubby. Eleanor

I cared about nature and nature is wonderful. Emily

I hammered on a big stick, it was like using an axe. Heidi
I would like to be... a scientist and basketball player. I would invent robots for the hospitals and make important medicine. I would also like to be a famous basketball player like Michael Jordan and LeBron James. Adhishan.

an astronaut on the International Space Station. I would be in charge of all the computers. Aidan.

a poet. I would like to be famous for writing a poem like Waltzing Matilda. I would also like to be a famous footy player like Stephen Hill. Aidan.

a sailor. I would circumnavigate the world twice, solo. Ethan C.

an all-round cricket player. I would like to be captain of the Australian cricket team and win the World Cup every time. Ishaan.

a well-known golfer like Adam Scott. I would try to get a hole in one in every tournament that I play in. Jake.

a famous basketball player and play for the Perth Wildcats. James.

a pop star like Katy Perry. I would sing songs to all of my fans. Mia.

a cook and have my own restaurant. I would also like to own my own pizza restaurant. Mia Collis.


a pop star like Taylor Swift. I would sing in America. I would also like to own my own pizza restaurant. Sadie.

a hockey player. I would like to play for Australia. William.

a scientist. I would like to invent something that would help blind people. William.

a footballer player like Nat Fyfe. I would play football for the Dockers. Xander.

a cook. I would cook vegetarian food and own a restaurant in Shark Bay. Xiang.

a footy player. I would play for the West Coast Eagles as a half forward. Zoe.

a famous boxer. I would be known as the best boxer in the world. Benjamin.

a professional golfer. I would like to be like Tiger Woods and Jason Day. I would like to be the number one in the world of golf. Corys.

a scientist. I would like to invent a bubble that cannot pop so it can be used in Space so the astronauts could put it over their heads instead of a helmet. Ethan Chan.

a robotics scientist. I would like to invent robots that would help people like a guide robot instead of a guide dog. Rohan.

a pop star like Taylor Swift. I would sing in America. I would also like to own my own pizza restaurant. Sadie.

a scientist. I would like to invent a bubble that cannot pop so it can be used in Space so the astronauts could put it over their heads instead of a helmet. Ethan Chan.

a robotics scientist. I would like to invent robots that would help people like a guide robot instead of a guide dog. Rohan.

a pop star like Taylor Swift. I would sing in America. I would also like to own my own pizza restaurant. Sadie.

a sailor. I would circumnavigate the world twice, solo. Ethan C.

an astronaut on the International Space Station. I would be in charge of all the computers. Aidan.

a poet. I would like to be famous for writing a poem like Waltzing Matilda. I would also like to be a famous footy player like Stephen Hill. Aidan.

a sailor. I would circumnavigate the world twice, solo. Ethan C.

an all-round cricket player. I would like to be captain of the Australian cricket team and win the World Cup every time. Ishaan.

a well-known golfer like Adam Scott. I would try to get a hole in one in every tournament that I play in. Jake.

a famous basketball player and play for the Perth Wildcats. James.

a pop star like Katy Perry. I would sing songs to all of my fans. Mia.

a cook and have my own restaurant. I would also like to own my own pizza restaurant. Mia Collis.


a pop star like Taylor Swift. I would sing in America. I would also like to own my own pizza restaurant. Sadie.

a hockey player. I would like to play for Australia. William.

a scientist. I would like to invent something that would help blind people. William.

a footballer player like Nat Fyfe. I would play football for the Dockers. Xander.

a cook. I would cook vegetarian food and own a restaurant in Shark Bay. Xiang.

a footy player. I would play for the West Coast Eagles as a half forward. Zoe.

I show people what to do and show them you have to put some effort into your work. Chelsea.

Chelsea. It is when you help people, not just yourself. Dylan.

I never leave people out of a game because if you exclude someone they will feel bad. Emily.

I show this by giving people tips on how to finish their work and encouraging them. Ethan.

I am good at helping people do spelling. Evan.

I would go up to them and ask what is wrong. Thomas.

You learn more when you learn together and it’s much more fun. Marcus.

I would help someone with their work when I share my ideas and knowledge. Noah.

If someone is upset and nobody is understanding them, I would go up to them and ask what is wrong. Thomas.

You could be helpful and work together. Zoey.
This year I have been a leader by...

mixing Habit 1 and Habit 3 together. I am prepared in the morning and don’t need my mum to help organise my things or tell me which uniform I should wear. Daniella

being proactive. I help keep our community tidy by often picking up rubbish when I see it. Denim

organising my homework so it gets done. Then I go and have fun. ‘Put First things First’. Emily

practising all at The Leader in Me Habits. For example, I practise Habit 5 by not shouting over the top of others when they are speaking. Katie

practising Habit 1 ‘Be Proactive’. I try to help others. I help tidy up when I see something is messy. I do this without being asked. Marshall

doing things around the classroom without being asked. Megan

not being vain and caring about others. I care for others mostly in the playground. I try to ‘Think Win-Win’. Mia

thinking ‘win-win’. I encourage my friends to try not to leave others out of activities or to steal when they win a game. Olivia

being thoughtful and caring while playing games. I talk to people and include them in games. Patrick

being a helper in the playground. I have been proactive. Ralph

making sure I do the right thing, even when nobody is watching. Shray

helping clean up any rubbish when I see it. I do this so the cleaners don’t have to take care of it. Thunuk

being organised. I try to ‘Be Proactive’ but sometimes I do forget. Tristan

thinking ‘win-win’. When I win a class prize I don’t brag or boast about it. Xavier

practising Habit 2 ‘Put First’. Kerry

practising Habit 3 ‘Think’. Alley

thinking ‘win-win’. I solve problems for others. Mitchell

being proactive by helping solve problems for others. Mitchell

setting goals. That is Habit 2. Nicholas

including people in footy. Noah

being proactive. I help others when they are lonely or lost. Olivia

looking out for other people and helping them if things haven’t been going well. Ruan

sharing my ideas and helping others inside and outside of the classroom, as well as showing RIC at all times. Sarah

thinking ‘win-win’. I include other people in games outside. Scarlett

sharpening the saw. I relax by playing games. Annabelle

helping others out. Beau

being friendly and caring towards others. Cale

being proactive in learning division. It was hard but I spent time on it and now I know how to do it. Callum

being organised. Charlotte

thinking ‘win-win’. I do things like tidying up when no one asks me to. David

practising Habit 3 ‘Think’. Mackenzie

practising Habit 1 ‘Be Proactive’. I try to help others. I help tidy up when I see something is messy. I do this without being asked. Marshall

putting important things first and then I rest by making paper planes. Alex

putting together ideas. I include others when playing handball or help them when they are upset. Amber

‘Putting First things First’. At home when I do my homework my mum sometimes tells me to have a break, but I keep on working so it gets done. Ayden

putting important things first and then going on to play. Bianca

helping people when they have been injured. Cody

Helping others. It is important to ‘Think Win-Win’. Emily

thinking ‘win-win’. I have learnt how to look after others and myself at the same time. Holly

becoming more proactive and organised when working on my writing. James

being proactive. I finish my work and work well with others in group work. Jesse

trying to help others. That is thinking ‘win-win’. Jessica

sharpening the saw. I relax by playing games. Annabelle

helping others out. Beau

being friendly and caring towards others. Cale

being proactive in learning division. It was hard but I spent time on it and now I know how to do it. Callum

being organised. Charlotte

thinking ‘win-win’. I do things like tidying up when no one asks me to. David

practising Habit 1 ‘Be Proactive’. I try to help others. I help tidy up when I see something is messy. I do this without being asked. Marshall

putting important things first and then I rest by making paper planes. Alex

putting together ideas. I include others when playing handball or help them when they are upset. Amber

‘Putting First things First’. At home when I do my homework my mum sometimes tells me to have a break, but I keep on working so it gets done. Ayden

putting important things first and then going on to play. Bianca

helping people when they have been injured. Cody

"..."
I helped my friends when they didn’t know what to do. Aaliyah

By showing Habit 3 ‘Put First things First’ when I do my work and then

By showing RIC and doing the right thing. Lachlan

I have included people in games. Avery

I have helped my friend when he got hurt. Jayden

Avery

I have been doing RIC by having courage in class and outside in the

I have been proactive by being organised. Sienna

I included all my class members in activities and helped them out. Ashlyn

I showed kindness, helped class members and communicated with others. Evelyn

I have been proactive by teaching them things or skills they find difficult. An

I was proactive by stopping somebody from messing up my sandwiches. Lachlan

I do my homework before playing soccer with my next door neighbours. Luke

I show courage by owning up if I do something wrong. Misaaq

I have been a leader in Year 4 by helping other people in the playground. Riya

In class, I always try to be a proactive learner. Samantha

I have been a leader by making new friends and showing courage. Sienna

By prioritising my time, so doing my homework when I get home. Solomon

Helping others and showing Respect, Integrity and Courage (RIC) whenever I
can. Stella

I’ve sorted out loads of problems by being proactive, without a teacher. Xavier

I helped my buddy. When he didn’t know what to do, I told him what to do. Zeke
Year 5H

I will never forget the time in Year 5H when...

it was our Exhibition Night and we were performing in front of everyone and I saw my family in the back row. Adeela.

I went to camp for the first time and saw a kookaburra sitting in a tree. Aidan.

my friends and I almost died laughing when Rodrigo did heaps of unfortunate, but funny things. Bailey.

I got to play a main part in a drama play for the first time. Elsie.

I went on my first camp. John.

I first came to this school and found out more about everyone. Nikita.

I was in the Dance Concert. Rachel.

I went to camp and slept in bunks and saw kangaroos. Raveen.

I did my “Warrior” dance with Zoe for the Arts Alive! Concert. It was so much fun even though I was really nervous. Ruby.

I walked on stage in front of the crowd waiting for the Gold Rush play to start. Tim.

we made movies in RAP (Religion & Philosophy). Tristan.

I was excited to shout “quick, the Eureka Rebellion is about to begin!” and led everyone to our village. Ashton.

I was nervous but then looked out at the crowd and felt calm and proud of myself. Bridget.

I felt scared and, at the same time, very excited setting up my quiz and information in the classroom. Carly.

I felt goose bumps from the chilly breeze passing by when I was performing. Charli.

I performed an amazing song for the audience about Australia’s Gold Rush. Charlotte.


I felt thrilled to be part of the performance and a little nervous because there were so many people! Eleanor.

I felt truly excited about my part in our group performance and the work I got to showcase. Elijah.

I felt like I was a real digger back in the 1800s. It was so much fun! Georgia.

I had a fun and exhilarating time acting out the Eureka Stockade. Hayden.

I had a fun and exhilarating time acting out the Eureka Stockade. Hayden.

I was feeling joyful to be part of the drama performance. Rae.

I was tremendously excited about the drama performance. Rae.

I was immensely excited about the drama performance. I was in with Rae and Connor. Rory.

I was proud to share my learning with the audience about Australia’s Gold Rush. Charlotte.

I was part of an amazing experience working as a team and playing the musical instruments. Mitchell.

I enjoyed presenting the move and PowerPoint presentation I made about the Eureka Rebellion. Noah.

I was immensely excited about the drama performance. Rae.

I was at my International School in Thailand waiting to come to All Saints’! Rebecca.

I was tremendously excited about the drama performance. Rae.

I was excited to shout “quick, the Eureka Rebellion is about to begin!” and led everyone to our village. Ashton.

I enjoyed the drama performance because I learnt how to express my voice. Joanne.

I was soaring through the clouds on a massive plane going to England. Joel.

I felt tremendously excited when it was my turn to act out my part in the play. Joshua.

I wasn’t nervous. I was extremely excited to say my line and show off my work. Megan.

I was part of an amazing experience working as a team and playing the musical instruments. Mitchell.
In Search and Rescue I got so frightened from the bunnies. They made me trip over! Carrie

The Vertical Challenge because we were trusted with our friends’ lives. Elly

Packing up our sleeping bags and tents because it was funny. Emily

I felt nervous when I slept at the campsite and heard creepy sounds. Ethan

The suspense when I stood at the ledge of the flying fox with everyone counting down. Finlay

Search and Rescue because I loved seeing how others worked together. Gayatri

Going upside down on the zip line, because it was mind-blowing. Kyden

The flying fox because for a moment I thought my life would be over, but I survived! Leila

Eating the hotdogs at night and watching the movie outdoors. Levi

Canoeing with Leila was awesome because I had never been before. Olivia

The rafting activity was extremely fun because I love building things. Om

The Vertical Challenge because I climbed to the top of rope climbing. Phillip

Search and Rescue because we could work as a team. Sean

I felt scared when I was sleeping in the tents because I had never been camping before. Srinidhi

Search and Rescue because I found it terrifying, yet exciting. Kate

It was really funny when Kate thought she saw a millipede but it was a screw, and we kept saying millipedes are screws! Kirrilee

Going to Boshack even though I still had screws! Kian

I played Netball at the Lightning Carnival with people I had never been in a team with and we were undefeated. #BoshackBasketBall

#JumpingHigh

The pillow fight we had on the last day at Boshack. #Boshackpillowfight

Avery

I loved the marshmallow event at camp. It was nice to see everyone smile and laugh! #HOTMARMALLOWS

Aryomide

When we were at Canberra and Boshack, and I played around with my friends! #Canberriadoshackfuckingaround

Bailey

Going to Canberra because I had a chance to play a real game of Soccer and score my first goal. #firstgoalfeeling

Ben

During the obstacle course at Boshack I needed to do a cartwheel, but I did a roll. #DoABarrelRoll

George

The Winter Lightning Carnival, where our team was undefeated! #SnowedGeorgie

Hanging out with my friends playing chasey at Boshack. #boshackwithfriends

Hannah

The IPSHA Basketball Carnival. We were undefeated! #Basketballballin

Harrison

Having fun with friends at the Lightning Carnival. I enjoyed playing body. #FunPlayingAF

Harry

When Mr Dornan kept falling as he entered the cafeteria at camp. #YouJustGotRoastedMarshmallows

Kate

The Friday Dance Concert because I love dancing! #MoonWalk

Kian

Going to Canberra and Boshack, and laughing with my friends. #FunRasingShineLauren

Lauren

Playing at the Lightning Carnival and at the IPSHA Basketball. #FunWithFriends

Liam

Going to Canberra because I had never been. It was very interesting. #boshack

Liam

I loved having marshmallows at camp. Honestly - who doesn’t? #YouJustGotRoastedMarshmallows

Oliver

The Dance Concert because it was awesome! #Awesomedanceconcert

Alana

Playing AFL at IPSHA because I kicked a goal. #AreYouOkayMrDornan?

Dane

The pillow fight we had on the last day at Boshack. #boshack

Dakota

I played Netball at the Lightning Carnival with people I had never been in a team with and we were undefeated. #JumpingCarnival

Harry L

Having my birthday at Boshack! My friends woke me up to sing Happy Birthday, as well as the whole of Year 6. #WellneverforgetSophia

Lauren

Playing at the Lightning Carnival with people I had never been in a team with and we were undefeated. #lovinboshackwithfriends

Mackenzie

The IPSHA Basketball Carnival. We were undefeated! #BoshackBaseline

Eva

Listening to everyone’s suspense writing in class. It was interesting. #feelingthesuspenseofwriting

Tara

Going to Canberra because it was a new experience. #AreYouOkayMrDornan

Eleanor

The Water fight we had while making the solar-powered water filters at Boshack. #AreYouOkayMrDornan

Rachel

Hanging out with my friends playing chasey at Boshack. #boshackwithfriends

Playing creepy clown in the bush at Boshack. #CampAwesome

Stephanie

Going to Canberra because I had never been. It was very interesting. #boshack

William T

When I lost my voice at camp. #Ahuhuhu

Zakara
It was hilarious when Ms Keelan learnt to tie a tie. #icantieatie

Aaron

Ms Keelan will always be awesome.

Ashley L

I loved roasting marshmallows on the campfire at Boshack! #yr6campfire

Ashley T

I had the best time in Canberra… woohoo! #canberrafordays

Dhaarshnna

At the start of the year we wrote a message and then put it in a bottle to open at the end of the year! #messageinabottle

Elley

I enjoyed playing Netball at the Lightning Carnival. #netball

Elyshia

I was very proud to get into IPSHA Basketball. We won every game. #basketballstartIsabella

Isabella

I loved the snowball fight we had in Canberra! #snowballfightJasmine

Jasmine

While we changed the flags this year, I invented this knot called the Kelly Knot. #thekellyknot

Kelly

I loved everything we did on our Year 6 camp and I loved tobogganing in Canberra! #boshack #crash

Kelsey

I had the best time in Canberra… woohoo! #canberrafordays

Lani

At camp people thought a tent was haunted (turns out it was just Matt). #theghost

Jacob

I loved it when we went to Sculptures by the Sea. #sculpturesbytheseaLouis

Louis

Anything goes in Year 6! #anythinggoes

Marcus

I was very proud to get into IPSHA Basketball. We won every game. #basketballallstars

Isabella

I loved it when I got heaps of air at the snow and got an applause! #snowairapplause

Patrick

Ms Keelan is an awesome teacher and always will be. #awesometeacher

Rav

At Boshack, we had marshmallows by a campfire. #marshmallows

Robert

When I came fifth in the IPSHA Cross Country, against 90 people! #ipshacrosscountry

Seth

When Hamish screamed “it’s a whale!” in the middle of the night at camp. #itsawhale

Spencer

When the teams were identified for IPSHA Basketball. #basketballwinners

Sydney

At Boshack a baby filly (girl foal) was born. #fillies

Tara

On the Canberra trip, we wanted to do the toboggan hill on our big feet. #doitstandingup

Trent

Going to Cockington Green in Canberra. There were miniature models of landmarks and mini people. #cockingtongreencanberra

Olivia

I loved it when I got heaps of air at the snow and got an applause! #snowairapplausePatrick

Ms Keelan is an awesome teacher and always will be. #awesometeacher

Rav

At Boshack, we had marshmallows by a campfire. #marshmallows

Robert

When I came fifth in the IPSHA Cross Country, against 90 people! #ipshacrosscountry

Seth

When Hamish screamed “it’s a whale!” in the middle of the night at camp. #itsawhale

Spencer

When the teams were identified for IPSHA Basketball. #basketballwinners

Sydney

At Boshack a baby filly (girl foal) was born. #fillies

Tara

On the Canberra trip, we wanted to do the toboggan hill on our big feet. #doitstandingup

Trent

At the start of the year we wrote a message and then put it in a bottle to open at the end of the year! #messageinabottle

Elley

I enjoyed playing Netball at the Lightning Carnival. #netball

Elyshia

In Canberra we went to the War Memorial. #warmemorial

Hamish

In Canberra I loved it when we went tobogganing. #canberratoboggan

Hannah

BACK ROW: Spencer Jones, Dhaarshnna Kristiyan Murithi, Elley Dymond, Sydney Johnson, Olivia Clinkers, Patrick McPhail

THIRD ROW: Ashley Lance, Matilda Donez, Trent Bergmans, Lani Roberson, Hannah Brews, Farri Briggs, Seth Curry

SECOND ROW: Hamish Hillier, Jacob Powell, Elyshia Gault, Myles Keefe, Aaron Masaryk, Marcus Luccio, Kelsey Biddulph, Ms Melinda Keelan

FRONT ROW: Jasmine Phoebe, Isabella O’Connor, Matthew Mulcahy, Rav Singh, Robert De Kria, Ashley Tsang, Tara Wylie

ABSENT: Louis Walkden

Outdoor Learning Programs & Trips
Year 3 Outdoor Learning Program

On Thursday, 5 November a group of very excited Year 3 students embarked on their first Outdoor Learning Program (OLP) at the College. The two-day program gave the students the opportunity to participate in a number of practical activities.

They began their experience by completing some team-building and problem-solving activities. After a picnic lunch, students left the College grounds to participate in ecology and nature activities. Nature awareness and natural exploration require students to participate in dynamic risk assessment in the natural environment. Students reported that their natural talents were put to use in these events.

Thomas and his group went on an amazing Australian movie called Paper Planes. Everyone thought the flying fox stood out as a favourite activity. It was fun, scary and exciting, but almost everyone had a go at it, even if they were frightened. Some people wanted to do tricks too!

At the end of our second action-packed day everyone was exhausted and the movie night was really popular. A few super-tired Year 4s fell asleep during it. When we arrived back at our dorms everyone slept as soon as their heads hit the pillow.

It was pretty obvious that all the Year 4s had the time of their lives on the Outdoor Learning Program. The bus was bustling with talk of next year’s camp to Bickley. Mia Lowe and Misaq Yousaf

Year 4 Teachers

Year 4 Outdoor Learning Program

An excited group of Year 4 students along with Mr Saunders, Mrs Baker, Mr Collins, Mr Zaurus and Miss Harris prepared for an exciting three-day trip to Point Walter on Wednesday, 21 October.

The extraordinary activities the Year 4s participated in were fishing, walking along the sandbar, team games, flying fox and boat building. We also created pastel drawings, discussed Point Walter’s history, and on the last night we watched an amazing Australian movie called Paper Planes. Everyone thought the flying fox stood out as a favourite activity. It was fun, scary and exciting, but almost everyone had a go at it, even if they were frightened. Some people wanted to do tricks too!

At the end of our second action-packed day everyone was exhausted and the movie night was really popular. A few super-tired Year 4s fell asleep during it. When we arrived back at our dorms everyone slept as soon as their heads hit the pillow.

It was pretty obvious that all the Year 4s had the time of their lives on the Outdoor Learning Program. The bus was bustling with talk of next year’s camp to Bickley.

Mia Love and Misaq Yousaf

Year 4

Year 5 Outdoor Learning Program

There are not enough words in the dictionary to describe how much fun we had on the Year 5 Outdoor Learning Program (OLP). In fact, when we returned, we wrote the lyrics to a song. It went like this:

In the classroom, the All Saints’ teachers planned a trip... and what a trip it was.

The bus journey to Bickley Reservoir whizzed by and we were there before we knew it. We saw the dorms, not like our rooms at home! The tents – that was something new for us! Beautiful trees and bushland – the most perfect, creative environment for our bush art activities.

Imagine our excitement when we saw the reservoir – an amazing flying fox going over it. Brightly coloured canoes floating on the water, just waiting for us.

Early morning wake ups and hot breakfasts to get us started. Seeing each other at the ‘Meeting Place’ swapping stories about our night adventures.

Ms Kelly Cadeau and Miss Penny Crossland

Year 5 Teachers

Year 6 Outdoor Learning Program

Boshack is a family-run property in Toodyay known as the ‘Outback Oasis’. This was our home for four fun-filled days in May this year, as part of the Year 6 Outdoor Learning Program (OLP).

We participated in a number of enjoyable and interesting activities during our OLP, including canoeing, bushwalking, Marron catching, mia-mia building, orienteering, and boating a billy, plus much more. The food was really yummy thanks to the chef who cooked all of the meals.

We learnt how farmers shear their sheep and about the wool, how honeycomb is made, how to play a didgeridoo and how they are made, where to find witchetty grubs and how to eat them. Some of us even had the opportunity to see a filly (girl foal), which had been born around the same time as Sydney’s birthday.

Sitting around the campfire was one of the many highlights of our experience. Telling stories, reflecting on the activities, roasting marshmallows and laughing - we had some great memories by the ‘Aussie Television’.

The nature around Boshack was astounding. The lake had a very interesting story behind it and we were able to explore the bushland. A lot of animals were sighted, including turtles, birds, roosters, Jake the dog, and a giant orb-weaver spider.

All in all, Boshack was an amazing experience for everyone. We hope to go back there again someday soon.

Bailey Hardy and Ashley Lance

Year 6

Year 5 Outdoor Learning Program

Some of us saw a movie indoors and others saw a movie outdoors. Our experiences were very different and also very similar. We all agreed that both the rocky ground and the wooden floor were equally hard to sleep on, but the whole experience was different depending on whether we had a roof above or a star-filled sky.

We did so many challenging activities including flying fox, vertical challenge, raft making, canoeing, search and rescue, team games and bush art.

We learned that we are all different and have different abilities. Putting our strengths and weaknesses together we can achieve great things and become a stronger team.

The Year 5 OLP was a phenomenal experience – we almost didn’t want to come home...almost!

Mia Millward, Eleanor Murray and Jade Soucik

Year 5

Year 6 Outdoor Learning Program

Boshack is a family-run property in Toodyay known as the ‘Outback Oasis’. This was our home for four fun-filled days in May this year, as part of the Year 6 Outdoor Learning Program (OLP).

We participated in a number of enjoyable and interesting activities during our OLP, including canoeing, bushwalking, Marron catching, mia-mia building, orienteering, and boating a billy, plus much more. The food was really yummy thanks to the chef who cooked all of the meals.

We learnt how farmers shear their sheep and about the wool, how honeycomb is made, how to play a didgeridoo and how they are made, where to find witchetty grubs and how to eat them. Some of us even had the opportunity to see a filly (girl foal), which had been born around the same time as Sydney’s birthday.

Sitting around the campfire was one of the many highlights of our experience. Telling stories, reflecting on the activities, roasting marshmallows and laughing - we had some great memories by the ‘Aussie Television’.

The nature around Boshack was astounding. The lake had a very interesting story behind it and we were able to explore the bushland. A lot of animals were sighted, including turtles, birds, roosters, Jake the dog, and a giant orb-weaver spider.

All in all, Boshack was an amazing experience for everyone. We hope to go back there again someday soon.

Bailey Hardy and Ashley Lance

Year 6
Little Ambassadors’ Club
Japanese Tour

During the October term break, 12 adventurous students from Years 5 to 7 and two teachers embarked on an epic trip to Japan.

On day one we went to Naritasan Shinshoji to explore the temple and grounds before heading off to the traditional Japanese camp (Kusabue-no-oka) to use the baths, relax and eat.

On Sunday afternoon there was a welcome party where we met our host families. Over the next three days we lived with our families and attended school. Each morning we attended Shirogane Primary School visiting each class and eating our lunch with the students. We got to serve lunch to everyone, as well as being served ourselves. We also got to experience cleaning the classrooms. The students had many questions about Australia and what it was like here. After lunch we walked to Sakura East Junior High School. After each day we went to clubs like Kendo, soccer or soft tennis. We were all very sad when our time at both schools ended and wished we could stay longer.

Another day of sightseeing, this time in Tokyo, was next. We went up the Tokyo Sky Tree, visited Asakusa Temple, went shopping and finally made plastic food models – they looked so real. On the second last day we went to Tokyo Disneyland. We were split into groups for the day to go on rides and see the attractions. We stayed all day until the amazing light show ended. The final day was spent with our families and some of us got to attend the Sakura Festival with them.

This was a trip to remember for all of us. There were so many things to see and do and we all made wonderful friends with our Japanese host families. It was hard to say goodbye but we were also looking forward to seeing our families back at home.

Avery Willis
Year 6

On Monday, 6 July a group of 32 Year 6 students and five teachers met at Perth Airport, ready to fly to Canberra. We were all excited and a bit nervous, because for many students it was their first time ever flying without their parents.

Each day of the tour was very busy, which was a good thing, as it didn’t give us time to sit around and feel cold! The temperature was usually below 10 degrees Celsius in the middle of the day and below zero on a few of the nights!

We learnt so many things in Australia’s Capital Territory. Did you know Canberra was designed by a husband and wife pair of architects, and that the lake (Burley-Griffin) is named after them? We also found out about all the main rooms in Parliament and got to know more about some of our former Prime Ministers. We learnt how a referendum works and also discovered some important parts of the voting process.

Canberra was a fantastic experience for the Year 6 students who attended. We all have so many different highlights and things we loved doing, but we believe that one of the main things everyone enjoyed was going to the snow, at Perisher Valley. Some people had never seen snow before so it was a genuine first time experience! Everyone also really enjoyed visiting CSIRO and Questacon because they were all about Science, illusions and games.

To summarise our Canberra experience in just a few sentences is almost impossible, because all in all it was fantastic! We hope to go back to Canberra one day so we can experience all the fun and learning again.

A big thanks to Mr Collins, Mrs Hardinge, Ms Keelan, Mrs Knight and Mr Saunders for joining us on this tour, and a huge thank you to Scotty, our bus driver and tour guide, for keeping us all safe and entertained!

Kelsey Biddulph and Tara Mishra
Year 6

Year 6 Canberra Tour

On day one we went to Naritasan Shinshoji to explore the temple and grounds before heading off to the traditional Japanese camp (Kusabue-no-oka) to use the baths, relax and eat.

On Sunday afternoon there was a welcome party where we met our host families. Over the next three days we lived with our families and attended school. Each morning we attended Shirogane Primary School visiting each class and eating our lunch with the students. We got to serve lunch to everyone, as well as being served ourselves. We also got to experience cleaning the classrooms. The students had many questions about Australia and what it was like here. After lunch we walked to Sakura East Junior High School. After each day we went to clubs like Kendo, soccer or soft tennis. We were all very sad when our time at both schools ended and wished we could stay longer.

Another day of sightseeing, this time in Tokyo, was next. We went up the Tokyo Sky Tree, visited Asakusa Temple, went shopping and finally made plastic food models – they looked so real. On the second last day we went to Tokyo Disneyland. We were split into groups for the day to go on rides and see the attractions. We stayed all day until the amazing light show ended. The final day was spent with our families and some of us got to attend the Sakura Festival with them.

This was a trip to remember for all of us. There were so many things to see and do and we all made wonderful friends with our Japanese host families. It was hard to say goodbye but we were also looking forward to seeing our families back at home.

Avery Willis
Year 6

On Monday, 6 July a group of 32 Year 6 students and five teachers met at Perth Airport, ready to fly to Canberra. We were all excited and a bit nervous, because for many students it was their first time ever flying without their parents.

Each day of the tour was very busy, which was a good thing, as it didn’t give us time to sit around and feel cold! The temperature was usually below 10 degrees Celsius in the middle of the day and below zero on a few of the nights!

We learnt so many things in Australia’s Capital Territory. Did you know Canberra was designed by a husband and wife pair of architects, and that the lake (Burley-Griffin) is named after them? We also found out about all the main rooms in Parliament and got to know more about some of our former Prime Ministers. We learnt how a referendum works and also discovered some important parts of the voting process.

Canberra was a fantastic experience for the Year 6 students who attended. We all have so many different highlights and things we loved doing, but we believe that one of the main things everyone enjoyed was going to the snow, at Perisher Valley. Some people had never seen snow before so it was a genuine first time experience! Everyone also really enjoyed visiting CSIRO and Questacon because they were all about Science, illusions and games.

To summarise our Canberra experience in just a few sentences is almost impossible, because all in all it was fantastic! We hope to go back to Canberra one day so we can experience all the fun and learning again.

A big thanks to Mr Collins, Mrs Hardinge, Ms Keelan, Mrs Knight and Mr Saunders for joining us on this tour, and a huge thank you to Scotty, our bus driver and tour guide, for keeping us all safe and entertained!

Kelsey Biddulph and Tara Mishra
Year 6
The final Junior School House results were:

Interhouse Athletics Carnival

Students in Years 3 to 6 competed in the annual Interhouse Swimming Carnival, held in the College’s Aquatic Centre on Tuesday, 3 March.

The final Junior School House results were:

1st MURDOCH
2nd DURACK
3rd COWAN
4th FORREST
5th STIRLING
6th MURDOCH

Interhouse Swimming Carnival

Congratulations to the following students for their personal achievements:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHAMPION</th>
<th>RUNNER-UP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year 3 Boy</td>
<td>Noah Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 3 Girl</td>
<td>Megan Burrows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 4 Boy</td>
<td>Jack Boden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 4 Girl</td>
<td>Busola Oyewopo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 5 Boy</td>
<td>Joel Halley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 5 Girl</td>
<td>Elly Gardiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 6 Boy</td>
<td>Kai Zettel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 6 Girl</td>
<td>Georgie Blewin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interhouse Cross Country Carnival

In its second year, the whole-College Interhouse Cross Country Carnival was again a success. Students from Kindergarten to Year 12 came together on the oval to compete for the House Trophies in Term 2.

The final Junior School House results were:

1st DURACK
2nd MURDOCH
3rd COWAN
4th FORREST
5th STIRLING
6th MURDOCH

Interhouse Athletics Carnival

Held in Term 3, students from Kindergarten to Year 6 competed for the House Trophy at the annual Interhouse Athletics Carnival.

The final Junior School House results were:

1st MURDOCH
2nd FORREST
3rd STIRLING
4th O’CONNOR
5th COWAN
6th DURACK

Interhouse Swimming Carnival

Congratulations to the following students for their personal achievements:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHAMPION</th>
<th>RUNNER-UP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year 3 Boy</td>
<td>Cale Scott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 3 Girl</td>
<td>Megan Burrows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 4 Boy</td>
<td>Jack Boden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 4 Girl</td>
<td>Busola Oyewopo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 5 Boy</td>
<td>Joel Halley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 5 Girl</td>
<td>Elly Gardiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 6 Boy</td>
<td>Kai Zettel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 6 Girl</td>
<td>Georgie Blewin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interhouse Cross Country Carnival

Congratulations to the following students for their personal achievements:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHAMPION</th>
<th>RUNNER-UP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year 3 Boy</td>
<td>Cale Scott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 3 Girl</td>
<td>Tunmise Anyi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 4 Boy</td>
<td>Jack Boden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 4 Girl</td>
<td>Busola Oyewopo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 5 Boy</td>
<td>Finlay Baldina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 5 Girl</td>
<td>Ginger Williams-Buckensara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 6 Boy</td>
<td>Liam Fukumoto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 6 Girl</td>
<td>Ayomide Olowooskeere</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Junior School Sport

IPSHA AFL
BACK ROW: Bailey Hullett, Harrison Ion, James Bringham, Nhaarsha Krishna Murthy, Cooper Lewis, Stephen Clarke
THIRD ROW: Harrison Laycock, Marcus Lerski, Trent Bergmans, Liam Fukumoto, Seth Connor, Matthew Tomlinson, Mahya Temer
SECOND ROW: Joel Hallay, Elijah Siew, John Condon, Aaron Masaryk, Louis Walderden, Bailey Hardy, Aidan Frazier, Campbell Bright
FRONT ROW: Paul Connor, Rupi Newman, Matthew Mulcahy, Oliver Kirkby, Rupi Sibaud, Tristan Clarke, Hayden Webb

IPSHA Basketball
BACK ROW: Aymide Olowookere, Elley Dymond, Sydney Johnson, Rose Fereday, Cooper Lewis
MIDDLE ROW: Trent Bergmans, Liam Fukumoto, Harrison Ion, Lauren McVeigh, Georgia Blain, Kian Hart
FRONT ROW: Isabella O’Connor, Bailey Hardy, Matthew Tomlinson, Seth Connor, Ashley Tsang
ABSENT: Katelyn Bidulph

IPSHA Hockey
BACK ROW: William Mulcahy, Rachael Cole, Hannah Lynn, Tara Mishra, George Hudson, Hannah Grawes
FRONT ROW: Charliise Brown, Bridget Elliment, Aushly Lance, Avery Whits, Ruby Pegan

IPSHA Netball
BACK ROW: Charlotte Shaw, Emily Arney, Dakota Allen, Ayomide Olowookere, Elley Dymond, Rose Fereday, Olivia Clinckers, Alana Levingston, Lauren McVeigh, Kelly Briggs
THIRD ROW: Bridget Elliment, Srinidhi Mohan, Vicka Arun, Sophia Young, Georgina Blain, Liam Robinson, Jade Sooce, Matilda Demesz, Ruby Williams, Eliee Dacuth, Gayathri Bashoora
SECOND ROW: Kirstie Moran, Charlie Brown, Isabella O’Connor, Ashley Tsang, Olivia Halliday, Georgia Stone, Rachel Vujovic, Carly Tonkin, Tara Wylie, Elly Gardner, Caroline Nagajee
FRONT ROW: Zoe Langstone, Minnavebrah, Leila Balcombe, Joanne Zheng, Eleanor Murray, Mia Miliseard, Jessica Lush, Pranavi Devade, Kate Bailey, Abbey Plassaro, Kay Lynn Leong
ABSENT: Jasmine Pheobe, Katelyn Bidulph

IPSHA Soccer
SECOND ROW: Connor Young, Brodie Chapell, Sean Ngewe, Om Sharma, Alex Smith, Robert De Kraa, William Tomlinson, Levi Gatti, Thomas Barlack, Kian Hart
FRONT ROW: Phillip An, Rodrigo Goncalves da Azorew, Megan Smith, Hayden Raineswar, Julius Clegg, Rawen Wijasurjai, Hayden Rogalski, Stephanie Moschke, Ben Headay, Jackson Bright
ABSENT: Alex Ellement, Jack Thompson, James Ganeoun-Oaks, Joshua Fernandez, Myles Kewfe
The Junior School Dance Program in 2015 has continued to foster the imaginative, creative, physical and artistic skills and responses in the students. Students from Years 1 to 6 have been working to further advance self-confidence in collaborating ideas and then communicating these ideas through shapes made by their bodies, choreographing, work-shopping and developing short routines and performing them for their peers. The primary focus this year has been the expansion and progression of technical and compositional skills within a social context. The younger students learnt the basics of Dance through teacher-led activities, group work and Dance games, whilst the older students explored the elements of Dance in cooperative class and group activities. This year we had three cocurricular groups of Junior Dancers showcase their skills at the College Dance Concert, Zeitgeist: Spirit of the Time, on the stage of the beautiful Centre for Performing Arts. In addition to the College Dance Concert, the cocurricular Junior Dancers also performed at Arts Alive VI, along with one soloist and a duo. 2015 has been another great year for Dance in the Junior School. I am looking forward to fostering further skills and knowledge of Dance with the students in 2016.

Miss Erin Kerr
Dance Teacher

Drama

In 2015, students in Years 5 and 6 were given the opportunity to learn performance skills and develop their self-confidence by taking a lesson of Drama once a week. These classes were exposed to a variety of acting styles, learnt a range of performance skills and began to develop a sense of personal expression. Through improvisation, play-building and performance, students are encouraged to challenge their own boundaries and support the growth of others. The Year 5s explored vocal dynamics and character physicality and also performed Garden of Gold and Peter Lalor’s famous Eureka Rebellion speech for the Year 5 Gold Rush Exhibition. Year 6 students focused on musical theatre, script interpretation and manipulation, and workshoped their own original scripts from an initial idea into a fully realised class performance.

Ms Megan Watson
Performing Arts Teacher

Music

"Tell me, I forget. Show me, I remember. Involve me, I understand." Carl Orff

Music is offered in the Junior School from Pre-Kindergarten to Year 6, encouraging whole-class participation, engaging in active ‘music making’ and performance, whilst facilitating creativity in every individual. Our Music program is largely driven by the motto ‘Sing, Say, Dance and Play’, which incorporates elements of speech rhymes, choral music, folk dancing, instrumental work, circle games, rhythm work and creative movement activities. The program caters for the social, emotional and cognitive development of the child, and is underpinned by the Orff-Schulwerk approach and enriched by the Kodaly method. The cocurricular program includes four choirs, one wind band and three string ensembles, which complement the classroom curriculum and provide further opportunity for students to perform in various College events. Students from Kindergarten to Year 6 have the opportunity to receive tuition in all orchestral instruments including piano, voice, drums and guitar. Students in Year 3 are provided with the opportunity to play a string instrument, while all students in Year 5 are able to learn a wind band instrument.

Ms Eboney Nheu-Leong
Junior School Music Teacher
Junior Blokes Voices
BACK ROW: Ms Eboney Nheu-Leong, Robert De Kraa, Harrison Ion, Dhaarshnna Krisshnan Murithi, Louis Walkden, Kian Hart, Mrs Angela Currie
FRONT ROW: Joshua Cole, Misaaq Yousaf, Noah Jones, Ayodele Olowookere, Zake Hart
ABSENT: Joshua Chen

Junior Voices (Years 3 & 4)
BACK ROW: Joshua Cole, Tunmise Aniyi, Ashleigh Gurr, Noah Jones, Eva Teakler, Madison Bourne, Ayodele Olowookere, Misaaq Yousaf, Zake Hart
THIRD ROW: Olivia Sibly, Mia Vine, Shray Patel, Patrick Jones, Budda Dyewego, Ashtyn Rice, Kayla O’Connor, Evelyn Ward, Isabella Larcoubé, Riya Singh
SECOND ROW: Ms Eboney Nheu-Leong, Sienna Keelan, Abby Parker, Annabel Manesis, Jade Wheeler, Makhata Allan, Zoe Dallimore, Charlotte Clinckers, Mrs Angela Currie
FRONT ROW: Annabelle Berry, Aicha Le, Kerry Cao, Sarah Van De Klashorst, Lucy Ha, Stella Hermawan, Kate Cotham, Elana Yazdan

Little Saints’ Choir (Year 2)
BACK ROW: Bianca Makerij, Callum Miss, Ishan Gopal, Asha Bruce, Lilly Buchanan, Evan Bonner, Amelia Sturgeon, Savannah Russell
MIDDLE ROW: Ms Eboney Nheu-Leong, Ardan Gurr, Carys Webs, James Parker, Emily Lund, Amelia Luff, Will McKinnon, Aedan Bailey, Mrs Andrea Stewart
FRONT ROW: Zoe Chia, Chelsea Smith, Kezia Dash, Sophia Reader, Hannah Lee, Cara Jones, Makayla Kadir
ABSENT: Benjamin Bidulph, Mia Collis, Aadhishan Ganapathipillai

Recorder Ensemble
LEFT TO RIGHT: Kelsey Biddulph, Mrs Irene Batini, Yan Liu

Kids’ String Ensemble
LEFT TO RIGHT: Zoe Dallimore, Stella Hermawan, Ashleigh Gurr, Mr Thea Kotze, Avery Yu, David Duff

Saints’ String Ensemble
BACK ROW: Ruby Fegan, Robert De Kraa, Mrs Thea Kotze, Srinidhi Mohan, Julius Dagg
FRONT ROW: Cailean Lu, Harrison Lapoerk, Isabella Chen, Elley Dymond, Joshua Chen
Junior School Performing Arts

Saints’ Voices (Years 5 & 6)
BACK ROW: Tara Mishra, Olivia Clinckers, Lani Robinson, Dharshnna Krisshnan Murithi, Ayomide Olowookere
MIDDLE ROW: Mrs Anette Kerkovius, Harrison Ion, Alana Levingston, Hannah Greaves, Rachel Cole, Kian Hart, Mrs Angela Currie
FRONT ROW: Jessica Luff, Robert De Kraa, Tom Aniyi, Ashley Lance, Louis Walkden, Stephanie Mischke

Years 3 and 4 Girls Dance
BACK ROW: Riya Singh, Emily Masaryk, Isabella Lansbury, Jade Wheeler, Mrs Erin Kerr, Isla Lewis, Emily Turner, Aaliyah Kadir, Jorja South
FRONT ROW: Elena Yazdan, Kate Cotham, Kerry Cao, Mia Lowe, Megan Burrows, Tamska Kane, Senna Keelan

Years 4 to 6 Boys Dance
BACK ROW: Louis Walkden, Aaron Masaryk, Ashton Collins, George Hudson, Miss Erin Kerr, Harrison Ion, Harrison Laycock, Zakaria Ebrahim, Harry Watson

Years 5 and 6 Girls Dance
BACK ROW: Alana Levingston, Olivia Clinckers, Elsye Dymond, Lain Robinson, Rose Freelay, Tara Mishra, Hannah Greaves
MIDDLE ROW: Caroline Nagajek, Ginger Williams-Buckenara, Rachel Cole, Miss Erin Kerr, Rachel Vujovic, Ashley Tsang, Charlie Brown
FRONT ROW: Zoe Langstone, Stephanie Mischke, Kate Balay, Elsie Walmsley, Eleanor Murray, Marijah Ebrahim, Ruby Fegan
ABSENT: Kelsey Biddulph
Front Cover: Blake Lansley (Year 2), Cale Scott (Year 3), Holly Walker (Pre-Primary)
1. David Duff (Year 3)
2. ‘Pig the Pugs’ (Pre-Primary)
3. ‘My Community’ (Kindergarten A)
4. ‘Snails’ (Kindergarten)
5. Austin Peters (Pre-Primary)
6. Holly Burwood (Year 3)
7. Cerys Webb (Year 2)
8. Jade Wheeler (Year 6)
9. Ben Walker (Year 2)
10. Manya Texler (Year 5)
11. ‘Feltworks’ (Year 1)
12. Pranavi Devata (Year 5)
13. Jesse Wong (Pre-Primary)
14. Mia McKeown (Year 5)
15. Lauren McVeigh (Year 6)
16. ‘Sea Anemones’ (Years 5 and 6)
17. Jessica Kim (Year 3)
18. Sedley Hoar (Pre-Primary)
19. ‘Mighty Monsters’ (Year 4)
20. ‘Flower Study’ (Year 4)
21. Zoe Dalimore (Year 4)
22. Rhia Zhao (Pre-Primary)
23. ‘Clay Nature’ (Year 1)
24. Georgia Stone (Year 5)
25. Scarlett McVeigh (Year 3)
26. Senna Kielan (Year 3)
The year commenced in a spectacular fashion with the publication of the 2014 WACE results.

Our 2014 cohort achieved outstanding results across the board and the median ATAR of 92.35 highlights the strength of the group. 14% of our students achieved an ATAR over 99 and 38% of the students achieved a score over 95.

These results were topped off with All Saints’ obtaining the number one ranking in the School Curriculum and Standards Authority League Tables. A number of students also received prestigious scholarships to universities nationally and internationally – a recognition of the high calibre of students at All Saints’. This success energised the staff and students, and was certainly an achievement of which the whole College community was proud.

The Curriculum Team, led by the Heads of Department, had a busy year maintaining and developing the curriculum. The College’s commitment to optimising student learning and offering a diversified curriculum has driven the departments. This began with the completion of a Curriculum Map from Pre-Kindergarten to Year 10. This map has been used as a basis for reviewing our curriculum and for finding opportunities for alignment across the College. Adding to this was the beginning of an extensive curriculum review analysing the whole College’s curriculum offering, with a view to producing courses and subjects which best meet the needs of the 21st century.

A key project for 2015 was the exploration of critical and creative thinking across the curriculum. As part of this, I attended the Culture of Thinking Conference at Blaik College in Melbourne, with four colleagues. It was a great opportunity to see how schools across the country were implementing the Visible Learning Routines in their classrooms. The keynote speakers were Ron Ritchhart and Mark Church who lead Project Zero at Harvard University. 2016 will be an exciting year as the College further embeds critical and creative thinking across the curriculum.

In the spirit of ‘treading lightly’, the staff have made significant efforts to reduce the use of paper in the College by continuing to digitise resources. The digitising of the Senior School Academic Handbooks was a large step in this direction and the use of OneNote Creator has helped to establish a strong culture of using ICT to deliver curriculum. The introduction of SEOTA for parents in 2016 will further assist in reducing our environmental footprint.

2016 promises to be an exciting year and I wish the new Dean of Teaching and Learning well. I have thoroughly enjoyed the challenges of 2015 and I thank the College community for their support during my time at All Saints’.

Mr Luke Bostelman

2015 has been a busy year in the realm of student wellbeing.

During the year our aim was to implement a wellbeing program, within and beyond the classroom, from Pre-Kindergarten to Year 12, that fosters a culture of inclusion and belonging and that enhances students’ self-efficacy, independence and interdependence.

In 2014 our Dean of Junior School Ms Penelope Crane and I researched programs which would fit this brief, and we chose The Leader in Me, based on the 7 Habits of Highly Successful People.

At the end of last year and beginning of 2015, Junior School and Year 7 staff committed significant time to professional learning about the program. Subsequently, The Leader in Me has been introduced into classrooms throughout the Junior School and Year 7. Students have been immersed in the language of the 7 Habits and are using it to help them develop intra- and interpersonal skills, and to help them keep a balance in their lives. The program will progressively be introduced in the Senior School and more staff will have professional learning opportunities.

Service Learning at the College continued to gather momentum under the leadership of Mr Tim Russell (Head of Service Learning). More and more students are beginning to understand the worth and benefit of giving their time and energy to help others. The College’s contribution of helpers to the Disabled Surfers Association of WA was again notable, and two great days were spent at Leighton Beach assisting people with disabilities to experience the ocean. This year’s Nulsen Youth Patron Program and committee members did a fine job adding to the quality of life of residents in Nulsen community homes. A large number of students and families continued to be actively involved, in partnership with the Bull Creek-Leeming Parish, in collecting non-perishable food, sorting it, packing it and then delivering the hampers to families in the community.

The focus on service at the College has turned from raising funds to raising awareness, as demonstrated with the ‘Mountain of Warmth’, ‘Nepal Sleep Out’ and ‘Samaritan’s Purse – Operation Christmas Child’ initiatives, amongst others, which ran successfully this year.

Mr Russell has established partnerships and further opportunities for our students to become engaged in service, with a number of new initiatives to be implemented in 2016. These include the Anglicare Ambassadors Program, the McCusker Advocates Program, ‘Teach, Learn, Grow’, Edmund Rice Camps, and the continuation of the Nulsen Youth Patron Program. These service programs will allow our students to develop understanding and empathy, and provide an opportunity to put their compassion for others into practice.

The Pastoral care structure of the House system and the Transition Program continued to provide great support to our students. By making strong connections to others, and by belonging to several groups within the College, students establish a support base which is essential for their wellbeing. All College staff are responsible for the Pastoral Care of our students and they do a wonderful job helping them to meet and overcome challenges that arise throughout the year. Tutors and Heads of House and Transition play a vital role in our Pastoral Care structure, and I thank those staff for their tireless efforts on behalf of their students.

The 2015 Student Council worked effectively to give students in the College a voice. Many events were organised to support worthwhile charities and to raise awareness of important issues within our communities. The 2016 student leadership structure has been reshaped somewhat, with the creation of the roles of Environment Captain and Arts Councillors in the Senior School.

In 2016, I am looking forward to the flourishing of the initiatives and programs which were established this year.

Mr Steven Davies
One never fully understands just how fast time goes until one stops and looks back. Younger students reading this may not completely understand what it means, until they are standing in our shoes. Our final year has flown by, never quite giving us the chance to soak up what we have achieved.

It seems like yesterday that the 2015 Student Council was heading off on the Leadership Camp in September last year. We are proud that the goals we set during our first team-bonding experience have been realised, and we have bonded and grown so much since then.

Looking back on our time as College Captains, we successfully organised a number of fundraisers and events, including All Saints’ involvement in Jeans for Genes Day and Oaktree’s Live Below the Line campaign. Bake sales, sausage sizzles and various other activities have been organised by the Council, all resulting in the provision of much-needed support to some hard-working organisations and charities, as well as improving Service Learning within the College. We never would have achieved all of this without the ongoing support from our Student Council.

A significant goal the Council set at the beginning of the year was to increase cohesiveness within the College community, specifically with regard to encouraging Junior School involvement in Senior School initiatives. This was achieved to a great extent, and we sincerely hope we have left a legacy in this regard, which will be continued in years to come.

We would like to thank the incredible Student Council team of 2015. We are so proud of the enthusiasm and commitment shown by all members. Our sincere thanks are also extended to Ms Provis, Mr Davies, Ms Aguiar and Mr Russell, for their ongoing advice and support and for facilitating our plans and allowing us to realise our goals for the year.

Finally, we would like to send our very best wishes to the 2016 Student Council for a fantastic year ahead. May you too be able to look back on a rewarding year filled with unforgettable experiences, having enjoyed the wonderful support and advice of staff, and proud of having led the close-knit student body at the College. We are privileged to have had this opportunity.

Mat Blevin and Sarah Myers
Year 12

FROM THE College Captains
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FROM THE College Captains
FROM THE **Academic Captain**

2015 has been a fantastic year for the pursuit of academic excellence and the many learning programs and opportunities at All Saints’ College. I was both surprised and thrilled to see such a large number of students so eager to participate in the Peer Tutoring. Once again, it was a great success and I thoroughly enjoyed organising and being a part of such a wonderful and unique program which encourages learning and brings older and younger students together. Many thanks go to the incredible work of the Year 11 and 12 Tutors and the Years 7 to 9 students who so courageously put their names forward to be tutored. I hope the program can continue to grow and prosper in the years to come.

**Madison Hoes**

Year 12

FROM THE **Arts Captains**

The 2015 Arts program at All Saints’ College has been a year of highs promoting the talents of our staff and students in our annual exhibitions, recitals and concerts.

It has been a very promising year watching our College’s involvement in the Arts grow and continue to produce high quality pieces for our community.

Continually challenging our audiences, the 2015 College Production Romeo and Juliet was a new and innovative interpretation of the tragic love story. Showcasing students from Years 10 to 12, it was said by some to be the best production the College has ever staged. Following this was another successful performance, the annual College Dance Concert, Zeitgeist: Spirit of the Time.

This year our Music staff and students were lucky enough to collaborate with the Music Department at The University of Western Australia. Our Music ensembles worked with students studying Music at university and put on a performance in our Centre for Performing Arts (CPA). This was an amazing experience for all students involved, allowing them to grow and challenge themselves.

Expanding into Visual Arts this year, we have enjoyed numerous works created by both staff and students in the CPA. Our students also entered various exhibitions within our community, where they have been credited for their intriguing and thought-provoking talents.

It has been both an honour and a privilege working within the College’s Arts community this year. We have thoroughly enjoyed being the 2015 Arts Captains and hope our efforts leave a lasting impression. We look forward to returning as Old Saints to see how the Arts at All Saints’ continues to grow and flourish.

**Emerson Day and Grace Whitney**

Year 12

FROM THE **Community Service Captain**

2015 has been an exciting year to be the College’s Community Service Captain working with Mr Russell, the new Head of Service Learning.

It has been a great privilege to be involved in running the ‘Year 11’ Youth Group on Friday evenings, which occurred up to four times each term. I would like to thank all the wonderful volunteer student leaders and the very supportive teachers, Mr Russell, Mrs von Dietze and Ms Aguiar, who helped to make these nights successful and enjoyable.

This year we have endeavoured to carry out our Heads, Hearts and Hands approach to Service Learning. We have been very productive and actively involved with students across all year groups from Kindergarten to Year 12 in many activities to reflect this initiative.

In the Senior School, we continued to support a number of charities with various events and participated in the annual Salvation Army Door Knock Appeal, raising over $3 000. Students, teachers and parents also took an active part in helping disabled people surf in the Disabled Surfers Association of WA events.

This year a group of current Year 12s, including me, were touched by the devastating earthquake in Nepal, especially since some of our students recently visited the country on a World Challenge trip. We decided as a group to do something to help, so we organised the ‘Nepal Family Sleep Out’ to raise funds for Oxfam Australia and help provide the basic necessity of clean water to people living in Nepal.

I have thoroughly enjoyed my experience as Community Service Captain and I am very grateful for the opportunities I was given, especially the privilege of meeting and listening to Sir Bob Geldof. I wish next year’s Community Service Captain, Student Council and Year 12s the best of luck and hope they find their experience as rewarding as I have. I encourage all students to take the opportunity to participate in Service.

**Shannae Carnell**

Year 12

FROM THE **Friendly Schools Captain**

Sitting down to write this article I scanned previous editions of the *Columba* for inspiration.

What I soon realised was that the Friendly Schools Captain is a fairly new position to the College, with me being one of a very short list of people who have had the honour and privilege to serve in this role. What also struck me was that there are many questions that surround the position, what it entails and the impetus for creating this role. I have worked to try and answer these questions throughout the year and I hope that I have promoted a greater understanding of the need for such an important position within our College community.

Throughout this year I have tried to focus much more on the school environment - both the resources we have available to us and the small change in actions which can overall make our College a much safer and friendlier environment for everyone in it.

I have endeavoured to try and make All Saints’ a tighter-knit community by liaising with Mr Collins in the Junior School throughout the year. I hope that this link between the Junior and Senior Schools grows year by year, as we are one College from Pre-Kindergarten to Year 12.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mr Davies for his support throughout the year as I couldn’t have done it without him.

**Elise Sealy**

Year 11
As this year’s Functions Captain I have had an amazing, exciting and, most of all, busy experience in my final year at All Saints’ College.

This position has allowed me to express my creativity and leadership skills by organising some joyful experiences for Years 11 and 12.

My role as Functions Captain began in Term 4 last year, when I assisted in the design of the 2015 Leavers’ jackets. This was a fantastic experience as I was able to work with other students to come up with a design to appeal to the majority of our year group.

In Term 1 this year I began to organise our ‘Wonderland’ Year 12 Ball. Thanks to my committee, we were able to create a magical night using the theme of Alice in Wonderland. This event was followed by the beach-themed Year 11 Dinner Dance, which I was also privileged to organise.

Many thanks to Mr Brown for all his help and support during the year and a special thank you to Dr Wauge for helping with the Year 12 Ball and Year 11 Dinner Dance while Mr Brown was on long service leave.

Most of all, I would like to thank the College for all the support that has been provided to me this year.

Matt Conroy
Year 12

It has been a great honour to represent All Saints’ College as the Sports Captains in 2015.

We have always taken advantage of the many outdoor opportunities that the College has provided us with, both curricular and cocurricular. It has been a vital part of our experience developing close bonds with peers, as well as learning valuable communication and teamwork skills. Our aim this year was to provide fellow students with the same experience that we have treasured, and to explore a healthy and active lifestyle.

Students thoroughly enjoyed representing their Houses and cheering on their peers during the Interhouse Swimming, Cross Country and Athletics Carnivals. Whilst participating, each and every student competed to the best of their ability and displayed an energetic spirit. As a College we achieved outstanding results in the ACC Carnivals with the guidance of excellent coaches and parental support.

During the year lunchtime competitions were extremely popular, with teams of students in Years 6 to 12 participating in Cricket, Rugby and Netball World Cups. Throughout the whole competition, students displayed exceptional skills and great sportsmanship.

Tuesday Sport provided students with the opportunity to compete against other schools in the ACC competition. Many teams had great success and went on to represent ASC in the Interzone Grand Finals. We would like to congratulate all teams for having a go and representing our College at such a high standard.

All our achievements would not have been possible without the assistance of the Physical Education staff. The invaluable encouragement and mentoring from Mr Beath and Miss Greene has allowed us to perform to the best of our ability, and supported the delivery of an outstanding Sports program in 2015.

A very big thank you to all the students for your enthusiasm and commitment to the sporting life of All Saints’. We hope that in years to come Sport will continue to be a highlight of your College experience.

Kai Metzner and Isabella Tufilli
Year 12
2015 was an exciting year for Cowan House. The year started off with a bang and a splash at the Swimming Carnival where we placed first overall, which was a well-deserved win for the students in Cowan. Our success then continued in Semester 1 with a fundraiser for a charity called Therapy Focus, which aims to increase the quality of life for children with disabilities, in particular for an autistic child named Dean. This was done with the support of Cowan students who baked goods to sell at Pasar Malam, and through an additional fundraiser where endless fairy floss was spun and more than 250 purple doughnuts sold, raising a total of $1,200.

Cowan House prides itself on enthusiasm in participation and for always displaying a vibrant spirit to give anything a go. This was evident in Afterschool Sport for Term 1, with Cowan placing first overall, a great achievement. Our students also had a lot of fun in other House activities: Debating, Chess, Spelling and much more. This spirit of ‘having a go’ was also evident at this year’s Interhouse Athletics Carnival. The whole of Cowan House started the day off extra early with our annual breakfast. While we enjoyed a delicious spread of food, we had the chance to unite before a day of running, jumping and throwing. Throughout the day, Cowanites displayed wonderful team spirit, with many feeling sick yet still competing. The carnival was also a chance to debut the new addition to the family - our mascot, Anne the cow.

Later in Semester 2, we held our third fundraiser for the year, ‘Beanies for Brain Cancer’ Day to support Cure Brain Cancer Foundation Australia. It was truly amazing to see so many beanies on students’ heads and scarves around their necks for this worthy cause.

All the above activities, events and achievements would not have been possible without the vital and enthusiastic help and inspiring leadership of Mr Lanigan. It was an amazing experience to be able to lead the House that has been so fundamental to our development at the College, and we would like to thank all the ‘Cowanites’ for making it so special.

Jordanna Petersen and Zelma Snyman
Year 12
Durack House
As we read through past Columba yearbooks in preparation for writing this column, we noticed a particular theme brought up throughout the years about Durack House, which is participation.

When Orientation Day commenced, Mr Hill drilled into the young ‘Durackians’ this idea of participation and putting your best foot forward. It is what we believe has helped us to achieve such fantastic results this year.

2015 began with our annual Interhouse Swimming Carnival, where all Houses joined the fight to take out the first potential win of the year. A tremendous effort saw Durack students fill every event, which resulted in us achieving an outstanding second place.

Not only were our efforts in the Swimming Carnival commendable, but our consistent second places in the Cross Country and Athletics events demonstrated the students’ keen enthusiasm to give everything their best go. Smaller Interhouse competitions throughout the year also proved promising. Durack’s strong academic side came through in Debating, Chess and Quiz which enabled us to shine collectively as a House.

Although important, competition hasn’t been our only mindset this year. Jeans for Genes Day, which Durack House Council ran in partnership with the Student Council, raised approximately $1500. This highly-successful fundraiser not only increased awareness of the Children’s Medical Research Institute, but also galvanised the entire All Saints’ community to support this great cause.

We would like to thank both Mr Hill and all the Durack teachers for the wonderful support they have provided us this year. It wouldn’t be possible without you all. And to all the Durack students, thank you for your wonderful contribution to the House and for making our job so much more enjoyable. Your efforts in everything you do are reflected through our remarkable results.

We might have not won the battles, but we’ll win the war!

Lauren Huddy and Freya Pritchard
Year 12

Durack House

BACK ROW: Joshua Hayes, Alexander Hudson, Daniel Cumming, William Arndt, Thomas Burns, James Hansford, Mason Cardill, Zachary Watson, Cameron Reid, Jared McMurray, Rory Dalitz, Conall Hansford, Thomas Barnes

SIXTH ROW: Devon Le Roux, Rohan Musgrave, Philip Newton, Mike Xu, Derun Xu, Jackson White, Jacob Strachan, Lachlan Bowie, Brendan Gilbert, Sean Rogers, Matthew Arndt

FIFTH ROW: Sonia Westera, Conor Clavey, Finn Payenberg, Andrew Jiang, Leo Dalitz, Declan Berry, Brandin Zammit, Campbell Kilgour, Alexander Clarke, Roland Montes, Isaac Langen, Ben Munnings, Grace Clavey, Luke Thompson, Hannah Baker, Bethany Coupar, Michael White

FOURTH ROW: Hana Kato, Alexandra O’Brien, Morgan Montes, Sarah Birney, Gina MacFarlane, Lauren Anderson, Oliver Spear, Emma Cumming, Katie MacFarlane, Oliver Goder, Anthony Tufilli, Michelle Hart, Rania Roz, Andrew Storehouse, Amy Burwood

THIRD ROW: Madison Hoes, Hana Kato, Alexandra O’Brien, Morgan Montes, Sarah Birney, Gina MacFarlane, Lauren Anderson, Oliver Spear, Emma Cumming, Katie MacFarlane, Oliver Goder, Anthony Tufilli, Michelle Hart, Rania Roz, Andrew Storehouse, Amy Burwood, Tanesha Bennett, Pheebe Biedrzycki, Angus Kirkup, Emma Watson, Kyra Bellford-Thomas, Isabella Tullo

FRONT ROW: Samuel Traianedes, Ben Merrey, Joy Wu, Jessica MacFarlane, Ms Elizabeth Bowyer, Ms Glyniss Middleton, Miss Jacqui Shaw, Mr Peter Gault, Lauren Huddy, Mr Gregory Hill, Freya Pritchard, Mr Ben Ainslie, Ms Fiona Bassett, Miss Sacha Norsworthy, Asha Burwood, Kara Kim, Grace Hoex, Haridar Roz, Matthew Berry

2015 has been our most exciting, most exhausting, but most rewarding final year as students at All Saints’ College.

Throughout 2015, there were inspiring levels of participation for Interhouse activities from every year group. Forrest students have jumped at the chance to be involved in Sport, Quiz and Spelling, as well as Chess and Debating.

The enthusiasm and excitement began at the Interhouse Swimming Carnival in Term 1, which had the whole House ready and rearing to go for a year of hard work and well-deserved fun.

Soon after this carnival was the whole-College Cross Country event, where Forrest once again carried on their tradition of passion and participation, resulting in a fantastic day.

The Food Drive fundraiser was a marvellous success. Forrest students donated masses of non-perishable food for people who need it most in our community. In following the Forrest tradition, we once again took up the honour of collecting aluminium for the Wheelchairs for Kids Foundation. It was great to walk into Ms Haendel’s office and see bags full of crushed cans; we hope this can continue for many years to come.

Thank you to all of Forrest House for participating with vigour throughout 2015 in Interhouse Sport and Cultural activities. No matter the outcome in the end, our House spirit and enthusiasm is something that will always be remembered by the people it surrounds.

A very special thank you to Ms Haendel for being such a supportive and encouraging Head of House. We would also like to thank Mr Haddow for doing a wonderful job, stepping in as Acting Head of House while Ms Haendel was on long service leave. Well done to the House Council and all the other members of Forrest – we wish you all the best for the coming year!

Heather Kostiw-McFarlane and Bree Stratton
Year 12
It has been a memorable year for Murdoch.

As the 2015 House Captains we are extremely proud to be amongst such enthusiastic and diligent students. Our role has been hard work but extremely rewarding with the results we achieved this year.

In Term 1, our first major competition was the Interhouse Swimming Carnival. All of Murdoch House pulled together as a team to ensure every event was represented. We placed third overall, which was a fantastic effort. We competed as a whole College in the Interhouse Cross Country in Term 2 and were proud to achieve another third placing.

The Interhouse Athletics Carnival in Term 3 was a fun and exciting day. Murdoch competitors’ efforts paid off with a victory, taking out the trophy for the day. It was a great send off for the Year 12s and will be a day that we will never forget.

Our main fundraising event for the year was the Red Shield Door Knock Appeal. There was a great turn out of Murdoch students, as well as a number of supporters from other Houses. We were very proud to collect more than $3,000 on the day. Murdoch students also participated in the annual Food Drive, with our House donating more than 600 cans of food.

Being a part of Murdoch House throughout our time at the College has been amazing. We are very grateful to have been given the opportunity to lead Murdoch, our family, this year.

We would like to say thank you to the Tutors, Councillors and all students of Murdoch for the support they have given us as Captains. Most importantly, we would like to thank our Head of House, Mrs Kroeger, for guiding us and making this a wonderful year.

We wish next year’s House Captains the best of luck and hope Murdoch has another successful year.

Kane Orvad and Hannah Thomter
Year 12

From the Murdoch House Captains
What an amazing year this has been. We can’t begin to describe everything we have been through. We began the year nervous and excited about the year to come and the responsibilities of our new-found positions.

We have been privileged to work with such a devoted and loving Head of House and a fantastic and inspiring group of House Council members. With the support of all these people, we created a dedicated working environment. We would like to thank Mr Young and our intelligent Council members for their support and encouragement over the year.

Achieving third place in the Interhouse Swimming Carnival, and a miraculous overall first place for the whole-College Interhouse Cross Country Carnival, we were excited for our last throw down at the Athletics Carnival. Every member of the House put in their all and their efforts paid off with a third place overall. Everyone on the day was dedicated to doing their best, and we saw hard work and energy represented in House spirit. We couldn’t be happier with the results this year and are proud of every single member of O’Connor for all their hard work in all the Interhouse Carnivals.

Being known as the ‘Cultural House’ in the past, we were not disappointed to see that this was still the case in 2015. An outstanding effort was put into all House activities during the year, ranging from Afterschool Sport to Chess, Debating, Quiz and Spelling. All House members performed exceptionally well in these events, which can be seen by the outstanding results we achieved.

It has been an honour to be the Captains of such an inclusive, amazing House and we will definitely miss the support and friendly faces we see each and every day. We are proud of your efforts – this is what has made this year a truly amazing experience for us. We are happy to leave O’Connor in the capable hands of the 2016 House Captains and their team of Councillors, and we wish them luck for the year ahead. To all the other House members - we hope you strive to achieve even greater results next year and we’re confident O’Connor will be as inclusive and supportive as it was for us. Thank you for an incredible experience and a year full of memories.

Alicia Davies and Nicholas Morgan
Year 12

From the O’Connor House Captains

LEFT TO RIGHT: Nicholas Morgan, Alicia Davies, Mr Steve Young (Head of House)
Being the 2015 Stirling House Captains has been one of the most rewarding experiences from our time as students at All Saints’ College.

The relationships we have developed with the Stirling students have been an absolute highlight this year and we have got to know so many younger students within the House.

As Captains, the major event we ran this year was the ‘R U OK’ Day, which focused on raising awareness of mental health in the College community. Students wore a blue ribbon to show support for anyone with a mental health illness, and Stirling Tutor Groups designed posters with positive messages, which were donated to Frementle Headspace to be displayed in the waiting room. On the ‘R U OK’ Day, we ran a Bake Sale which was very successful raising money for Beyond Blue, a national organisation aiding mental health conditions and anxiety. We were astounded by the impact this day had on the College community and we hope the message to support one another shine through.

Although we didn’t win any carnivals as a House this year, we are proud of the effort each individual put into every activity, and how positive and encouraging everyone was. We were both blown away by the enthusiasm and eagerness from all students to be involved in House activities and how many people volunteered for numerous roles.

Helping us achieve everything throughout the year would not have been possible without our House Councilors. You all put so much effort into making the activities run smoothly. We both agree that the students in Stirling create such a friendly atmosphere in the College community, and we have been so lucky to lead such a wonderful group of people.

Being House Captains and a part of the Student Council has been a privilege, and made our final year at the College so much more fulfilling.

We are very proud of everyone in Stirling House and their constant commitment.

Bianca Lambert and Tiffany Verga

Year 12
Peer Support

I thoroughly enjoyed my experience as a Year 11 Peer Support Leader this year. It was a great way to develop my leadership skills and also contribute to my House.

Through the structured activities we were able to teach the Year 8 students valuable life skills, whilst having fun at the same time. I had the pleasure of working with a great bunch of people, some being my friends and others I got to know better during the program.

The preparation phase was as enjoyable as the actual program. We got to be in the Year 8 students’ shoes, with our Peer Support Program teachers guiding us through some of the games we would be running for the younger students throughout the year.

Although the aim was to teach the Year 8s valuable life skills, I learnt so much as well. All in all, the Peer Support Program was a very valuable experience. I recommend it to anyone wanting to further invest in themselves and their House, and enjoy a valuable experience with friends.

Jackson White
Year 11

Transition Program

2015 has been a busy year with a lot of exciting and challenging opportunities for Years 7 and 8. Students have continued to perform well in the classroom and in the many external academic, cocurricular and sporting events offered. It is always wonderful to observe how many of our students use these opportunities to augment and broaden their experience at the College and their lifelong learning.

With the expansion of Service Learning in the College, this year’s Transition Leaders undertook a special project to make a ‘Mountain of Warmth’ by collecting used clothing, shoes and blankets to donate to the Salvation Army. Students also contributed blankets to donate to the Salvation Army. Students also contributed blankets to donate to the Salvation Army.

Leaders undertook a special project in the College, this year’s Transition Program which aims to develop 21st century leadership and life skills to empower the students to find their own strengths and take charge of their own lives as they move through the Senior School.

Mrs Elizabeth Harrison
Head of Transition Program

Many thanks to the Tutors for their support and care in 2015:

Year 7V – Miss Jacqui Shaw
Year 7W – Mr Russ Hasby
Year 7X – Miss Mona Lengbons
Year 7Y – Miss Georgie Eddington
Year 7Z – Mr Mitch Jamieon
Year 8V – Mr Stewart Smith
Year 8W – Mr John Hunt
Year 8X – Mr Adam Goor
Year 8Y – Ms Elizabeth Bowyer
Year 8Z – Mr Gordon Gatti

Years 7 & 8 Student Leaders [Semester 1 and 2]

BACK ROW: Amelia Starling, Georgia Prescott, Fynn Gardner, Benjamin Coleman, Alexander Clarke, Cooper Eves, David Connell, Grace Barber, Harry Hughes, Louise Lastine, Martha Pritchard
FOURTH ROW: Cameron Moore, Amy Johnson, Abby Wright, Georgia Munnings, Juliet Morris, Taylah Smith, Zoe Plotts, Maya Lowrey, Jessica Tregilis, Lisa Williams, Ayla Woodland, Amber Medlock
SECOND ROW: Jessica MacFarlane, Haidar Roz, Anna Lerdini, Lese O'Brien, Clara Moody, Ellen Smith, Evie Stackleton, Kush Jog, Shanya Jog, Jazmyn Udin, Emily Bingham, Mason Gioiosa, Teorine Hasimore, Miranda Templman
FRONT ROW: Aryan Mohantry, Allison Ferguson, Grace Hoes, Dylan Smith, Kavsha Asokanathan, Asha Burwood, Mrs Elizabeth Harrison, Tahla Harley, Tenayh Powell, Shovanka Dias

Peer Support Year 11 Leaders

FOURTH ROW: Georgia Rhinos, Jasmine Stone, Amy Neil, William Lue, Jackson White, Nicholas Kirkby, Sam Palmer, Olivia Smyth, Yasmin Bafor
THIRD ROW: Erin McEvoy, Sihou Ye Ting, Gabriella Waldron, Trinity Wigley, Madeleine Bays, Luca Macchi, Viknesh Piemuilhara, Owen Wright, Braydon Kelly, Liam Kennedy, Bethany Coupar, Beth Aston
SECOND ROW: Joshylynne Tjandra, Alesha Spalding, Nina Barrow, Marjole Votr, Foxy Johnson, Chloe James, Chloe Spence, Michelle Hart, Kirdy Johnson, Kama Riz, Jesslyn Ytts, Aya Berford-Thomas
FRONT ROW: Mr Dean Haddon, Ms Sue Watson, Mrs Fiona Bassett, Mr Kay von Dittoe, Mr Russ Hasby, Ms Belinda Ottos, Ms Vanessa Kirkham, Mr Kurt Krostouch, Mr Ben Annie

ABSENT: Frazer Hudson, Isabella Traianedes, Yash Mittha, Elise Sealy, Jessica Noonan, Sarah Kirke, Lachy Gilham, Callum Whalley, Drew Nicholas, Emma Haines, Braydon Nicholas
Outdoor Learning Programs, 
Camps, Tours & Exchanges

Year 7 Outdoor Learning Program

All Year 7 students spent the final week of Term 3 on their Outdoor Learning Program (OLP) at Forest Edge.

When we arrived at our home for four days, we collected our bags and made our way to the dorm rooms. We were quite surprised to see half of the dorms had been painted in Dockers colours and the other in Eagles. Many of us were disappointed as we were not placed on our team’s side. In the middle of the dorms was a court, where we spent our free time playing (and defeating) the teachers in basketball!

After a great lunch we split into six groups and started our activities. We had two activities in the morning and two in the afternoon with morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea in between. After each meal all the students and teachers would join in a Forest Edge dance to music.

Over the course of the OLP we participated in abseiling, rock climbing, an overnight camp sleeping in tents, fishing, screen printing, low ropes, an incentive course, and so much more.

We were also busy each night. We were lucky enough to learn a magic trick, participate in a quiz, sit by a campfire toasting marshmallows, and have a paper helicopter spin race.

The Year 7 OLP this year was amazing and we all made memories that we will never forget. One lesson we all learnt: don’t put burritos in your backpack!

Amy Johnson
Year 7

Year 8 Outdoor Learning Program

On a cold Monday morning in May, we all boarded the buses looking forward to our Year 8 Outdoor Learning Program (OLP).

After the two hour bus ride we arrived at Camp Mornington and saw there was a ping pong table, a football oval and a basketball court, which kept us entertained throughout the OLP.

We participated in a lot of great activities, including low, mid and high ropes, crate climbing, orienteering and much more!

We also had a night in our House groups where we had to camp outside in a tent and cook dinner ourselves. We made soup and vegetable stir fry, and toasted marshmallows over the campfire, which was yum.

Every day we had one and a half hours of free time, where we played football or just chatted; it was really nice to have a bit of time to ourselves after a long day. Every evening we did an activity, including a games night where we played sock hockey and other fun games, a quiz night which was great, and a movie night where we watched Penguins of Madagascar, a good movie for all ages.

When we came home, everyone was quite tired from a very big week. For the Year 7s who will experience this next year, you’re in for a lot of fun and, like us, you’ll need a lot of sleep when you return to make up for the lack of it on the OLP.

Mason Gliosca
Year 8
Dwellingup

Emotions were running high on departure morning of the Year 9 Outdoor Learning Program (OLP) camps to Collie and Dwellingup.

Campers participated in a number of activities ranging from lengthy bike rides through the bush to problem-solving challenges to tackle as a team.

Team building provided the opportunity for people to stand up and test their leadership skills within the camp groups, and night-time nature drawing activities allowed students to connect with nature and spend a quiet night amongst the trees.

Whilst activities such as mountain biking and canoeing tested the campers’ strength and endurance, the highlight for Dwellingup campers would definitely be the student-led hike along the Bibbulmun Track through the Australian outback.

A personal highlight from my experience on the OLP was forming new friendships, especially between students and teachers. It allowed me to strengthen existing friendships and to form new bonds with other people.

Overall, the whole experience for campers was positive and we took away many happy memories from the week.

Lauren Anderson
Year 9

Dwellingup

Collie

The Collie Outdoor Learning Program group began with a 10km hike alongside a dam through the thick bushland. We were hiking to a small campsite on the Bibbulmun Track, where we stayed the night in tents.

The next day we hiked to a lake where we met Jack who supplied us with canoes. Our challenge was to make a boat out of two canoes which could hold around 12 people. We canoed to Potters Gorge, where we spent the next two nights. On the first day at Potters Gorge we went rock climbing and abseiling - a challenge for many campers (including me).

The next day we hiked to Honeymoon Pool. Everyone was so hot and tired after the walk we all voted to go in for a swim.

The walk we all voted to go in for a swim.
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Year 12 Biology Camp

As an important part of our studies, the Year 12 Biology students travelled to the Dryandra Woodland near Narrogin to complete a range of activities about conservation and environmental management.

Before arriving at the Lions Village, we stopped at a biosecure piggery to learn about how the farm uses sustainable agricultural practices to enhance its product for consumers.

Following our arrival at Dryandra, we set up Sheffield traps in the woodland. These are humane traps designed for small marsupials. They use food bait to catch the animal and the traps are covered with a hessian bag to keep it warm overnight.

We began our field experiments that afternoon, which included collecting soil samples, measuring soil density and weighing the leaf litter on the soil surface. This data allowed us to compare the environmental health of a woodland area compared to an adjacent agricultural area.

In the evening we were taken to the Barna Mia Animal Sanctuary - a protected part of natural woodland where animals that would not otherwise survive are kept safe. We were lucky to see many of our native species, including bilbies, woylies, possums, quokkas and bandicoots.

The next morning was an early start to check on the traps we had set up the night before. Due to the weather overnight, only one of our 12 traps was successful, catching a Brushtail Possum with a joey in its pouch. A member of the Western Shield, part of the Department of Parks and Wildlife, carried out a range of tests to ensure the animal was healthy.

In the afternoon we finished our experiments to ensure we all had the data we needed. Our class would like to thank Mrs Taylor, Mrs Harrison, Mr Harrison, Western Shield and the piggery owners for providing us with a highly enjoyable and informative camp.

Sarah Jeffrey
Year 12

NIDA Tour

Fourteen Year 11 and 12 Drama students, with Mr Roberts and Ms Watson and students from three other Perth schools, set off for a week to the National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA) in Sydney this year.

Sunday was spent sightseeing which included posing for photos in front of the Harbour Bridge and Opera House. We went on a cruise of the harbour and stopped off at Luna Park to have a look around at the sights most of us had only seen on TV.

On Monday morning we started our week of devising and workshops. Given the stimulus of ‘Tempted’, four groups of students spent each morning creating a piece to perform. In the afternoons we took part in workshops with NIDA tutors, which focused on improvising, acting, movement and voice. The week culminated with performances of the self-devised group pieces, which showcased everyone’s talent and all that we had learnt throughout the week.

We spent each evening watching some spectacular performances. The shows we saw included Caress/Ache by Suzie Miller, The ANZAC Project by Geoffrey Atherden and Vanessa Bates, Endgame by Samuel Beckett and starring Hugo Weaving. We finished our stay on Friday night viewing an awe-inspiring performance of Les Misérables.

The NIDA Tour was the most incredible experience, meeting so many new people and learning so many new things we will remember forever.

Kyra Belford-Thomas
Year 11

Choral Camp

From 1 to 3 May this year, the All Saints’ College choral groups enjoyed a weekend full of delightful songs and delicious food. The picturesque Swanleigh Camps and Conference Estate was the location of this successful camp.

On day one the four choirs got stuck into learning their new repertoire. For the senior members the camp was of particular importance, because The University of Western Australia (UWA) choir was to rehearse a tremendous collaborative choral piece with them. The Blokes’ Choir and Saints’ Harmony singers practised late into the evening, determined to impress the UWA students who visited the camp the following day.

By the end of the second day our throats were hoarse and minds blown away by the experience of singing with, or listening to, the talented UWA students.

Before our bus for home departed, all the choirs presented a show and tell of the songs they had learnt during the camp. The diversity of music learnt and sung was incredible - from folk rock music performed by the Junior Blokes to Baroque musical master pieces sung by the Saints’ Harmony. The progress made over just two days was unbelievable.

The vast effort and organisation put in by Mrs Kerkovius and the other Ensemble Directors is what made the camp, yet again, a great success.

Sonia Westera
Year 11

Instrumental Camp

The College’s Instrumental Ensemble members travelled to Swanleigh for our annual camp in July this year. The weekend promised to be a hard, but rewarding, few days of rehearsals, in preparation for the 2015 College Music Concert.

After a delicious fish and chips dinner, we started our first set of rehearsals on the Friday night. Everyone was up early the next morning, ready to start a full day of practice.

In just a day, each ensemble advanced through their pieces, learning, improving and working together cohesively to create a buzz of music around the camp. Rehearsals were split up with sessions of exciting games, run by Ms Knoblauch, for the Year 7 and 8 students, whilst Years 9 to 12 worked diligently to complete homework in their spare time. The final rehearsals on Sunday morning proved just how much work everyone had put in over the weekend, with every ensemble playing to a high standard.

The whole experience would not have been possible without the help of our Music Tutors, Ensemble Directors, supervising teachers and Mrs Kerkovius. Their hard work preparing the camp, meant the weekend ran smoothly and was a valuable experience for everyone involved.

Kyra Belford-Thomas
Year 11
2015 was a busy year for Sport at All Saints’ College. Our Senior School students participated in the College’s three major Interhouse sporting events and competed against other schools in the Associated and Catholic Colleges of WA (ACC) and School Sport WA (SSWA) competitions.

In February, all Years 7 to 12 students made their way to Challenge Stadium to take part in the Interhouse Swimming Carnival. This is one of the first occasions of the College year where all Senior School students and teaching staff come together. The event always sees some exciting and competitive swimming, with a lot of enjoyment in the pool and House bays. Cowan emerged the winners of The Lambert Cup as Champion House for the second year in a row.

Students in Kindergarten to Year 12 gathered on the oval to take part in our second ever whole-College Interhouse Cross Country Carnival in Term 2. It was brilliant to see the older students cheer on our youngest students for the final race. This was a great finish to a wonderful carnival, which will continue to grow and develop in the coming years. It was also wonderful to acknowledge our Individual Year Group Champions and Runners-Up at the carnival. O’Connor took out the Senior School Champion House Trophy, as well as the College Trophy.

The final Interhouse Carnival of the year was Athletics and this took place in August. Overall, the weather was great (with a little rain here and there) and the College Oval looked superb thanks to the exceptional work of our Grounds Staff. In another great day of House spirit and College camaraderie, the Senior School students showed off their talents with a host of records being broken on the day.

In the end, Murdoch came out on top for a second year running in a closely-fought competition.

Thank you to all the students for the enthusiasm and energy they display on these days, as well as the staff who assist at these events. Without their support, these carnivals would not run as smoothly as they do. Also, many thanks to the Friends of Sport for their contribution to these events, as well as all the parents who come along to support our students.

All Interhouse competitions were followed by ACC Interschool Carnivals, where our top athletes compete against students from other schools. All Saints’ competes in the ‘A’ Division of all three ACC Carnivals – an achievement in itself. We came second in the ACC ‘A’ Division Swimming Carnival, twelfth in the ACC Cross Country and finished off the year placing sixth in ACC Athletics. With more than 67 schools competing for the ACC, our results are exceptional.

Additionally, a number of our students in Years 7 to 12 represent the College in SSWA and ACC competitions including Australian Rules Football, Basketball, Touch, Belf, Surfing, Netball, European Handball, Soccer, Ultimate Frisbee, Indoor Volleyball, Beach Volleyball, Cricket, Triathlon, Orienteering, Softball and Tennis. All Saints’ has some very talented athletes who produced many amazing individual and team results throughout the year.

Our College community welcomed new playing courts on the northern side of the Indoor Sports Centre in Term 3 and our sporting clubs continued to flourish this year, with increased student participation and development of more organised clubs.

Sport is a large part of College life and we congratulate all students, coaches and families for their enthusiasm and support of our programs.

Mr Oliver Beath
Senior School Sport
ACC Teams 2015

ACC Swimming


ACC Cross Country


ACC Athletics

**ACC Soccer**

**BACK ROW:** William Todkill, Callum Whalley, Taylor Hill, Cameron Hind, Mason Cocliff, Jamie Ligovich, Lucas Neumann, Dan Strokowski  
**THIRD ROW:** Ebony Fisher, Bella Gomez, Joshua Walmsley, Nicholas Kirkby, Emma Calder, Supash Varlot, Gareth Spires, Braydon Nicholas, Drew Nicholas  
**SECOND ROW:** Dena Millachip, Olivia Spear, Euan Tyler, Yasmine Bator, Georgia Kinnise, Sonia Westera, Cacia Manifold, Ashley Thompson, Katelyn Hann  
**FRONT ROW:** Carla Tassoni, Mia Kelly, Sian Adams, Mr Damien Stevens, Mr Mitch Jamieson, Lily Tyler, Amber Salazar, Isabella Tufilli

**ACC Touch Football**

**BACK ROW:** Sonia Wastara, AmyNeill, Lachy Gilman, Callum Whalley, Lachlan Doug, Emma Calder, Nicholas Kirkby, Ebony Fisher  
**MIDDLE ROW:** Yash Mittla, Sarah Kirk, Jacob Van Strole, Braydon Nicholas, Olivia Drewett, Jett Lawton, Drew Nicholas, Bella Gomez  
**FRONT ROW:** Isabella Tufilli, Marjoka Vlot, Callum Pem Dennis Watson, Mr Steve Young, Taylor Halop, Bronwen Anderson, Cartia Tassoni  
**ABSENT:** Olivia Stone, Harry Delou, Luca Peterson

**ACC Softball**

**BACK ROW:** Olivia Spear, Grace Fereday, Mr Mitch Jamieson, Dena Millachip, Katelyn Hann  
**FRONT ROW:** Mia Kelly, Lily Tyler, Amber Plant, Madison Hoes  
**ABSENT:** Olivia Rhodes, Chloe Spence

**ACC Ultimate Frisbee**

**BACK ROW:** Meg Arnold, Luke Powell, Julian Leo, Paul Thackwray, James Hansford, Sam Van Denberg, Nicholas Morgan, Aniel Yap  
**MIDDLE ROW:** Rohan Musgrave, William Todkill, Isaac Crichton, Marcus Wong, Mrs Melinda Bate, Ben Anderson, Sohan Panag, Freya Prichard, Yasmine Bator  
**FRONT ROW:** Lashindri Wangasekeru, Heather Ruscoe, Alaysa Law, Tiffany Verga, Euan Tyler, Zelma Snyman, Kirsty Johnson, Joselyn Turfs  
**ABSENT:** Gabrielle Waldron, Lachlan Ross, Nathan Holbrook

**ACC Tennis**

**BACK ROW:** Erin Ginty, Madeline Behn, Hannah Thornton, Jack Hamilton, Nic Ramsay, Riley Hanson, Lauren Lowrey, Ailsa Harrison, Sally Watson  
**FRONT ROW:** Ethan Huang, Liam Kennedy, Jordanna Petersen, Ashley Thompson, Mrs Jo-anne Biserta, Shamsho Cariel, Sarah Myers, Isaac Larkin, Sofia Hollister  
**ABSENT:** Lawrence Ng, Dilusha Dunadewa, Fuyuhi Nakanishi, Sam McCarragh

**ACC Volleyball - Beach**

**BACK ROW:** Pareise McCourt, Alicia Davies, Mat Blew, Jaime Ligovich, Angus Kirk, Mason Cocliff, Jared McMurray, Dan Strokowski, Lara McInnis, Ryan Panizza  
**THIRD ROW:** Isabella Newman, Jonathan Dumina, Jackson White, Declan Thornton, Callum Turner, Ellan Hicks, Jesse Mason, Jimmy Banks, Kai Metzner, Cadell Willis, Rubie Curtis  
**SECOND ROW:** Bree Stratton, Sarah Lewis, Kate Davoren, Emerson Day, Joshua Watkins, Marcus Wells, Daniel Murisch, Gareth Spires, Trudy Wedger, Paige Bantes, Lauren Hudby  
**FRONT ROW:** Rania Riz, Hayley Greenhalgh, Bethany Cooper, Imanet Butcher, Mr Damien Stevens, Miss Brittany Dray, Sally Eastman, Emma Hoare-Mills, Kate MacFarlane, Aiksha Spalding  
**ABSENT:** Lucas Correia  
**ABSENT:** Lucas Correia
Senior School Sport - Cocurricular One Day Carnivals

ACC Boys’ Hockey - Open
BACK ROW: Jesse Floyd, Mitchell Widger, William Trotwell, Dylan Elbain, Mason Cocliff, Connor Biglay, Sean Curran, Mr Mitch Jameson
FRONT ROW: Joel Walkemeyer, Elliott Butcher, Byron Brown, Ned Baker, Ben Munnings, Ben Powell, Finn Orman, Callum Brown
ABSENT: Joshua Watkins, Conal Harford

Orienteering Team
BACK ROW: Holly Morgan, Lauren Lowrey, Brindan Brown, Lachy Elham, Tom August, Frazer Hudson, Sean Rogers, Jack Hamilton, Megan Green
THIRD ROW: Bailey Anderson, Cameron Alexander, Joshua Watkins, Javier Williams, Lara Burrows, Jaime Prescott, Daniel Murdoch, Brayden Nicholas, Nicholas Wernar
SECOND ROW: Christopher Ixion, Gina Lintern, Ana Shiner, Amber Plant, Drew Nicholas, Marisa McCourt, Isaac Langian, Sean Amos, Benuewave Doig, Mr Damien Stevens
FRONT ROW: Juvenna Tassone, Amy Burnwood, Caitian Pen-Dennis Watson, Byron Blasin, Oisaa Ardzicone, Jack Lucas-Smith, Matthew Libwin, Rania Roz, Gina MacFarlane
ABSENT: Harry Deloub, Fuyuhi Nakanishi, Isabella Traianedes, Bree Russell-Lane, Luka Martins, Mackenzie Adams, Nidia Glogowski-Watson, Matthew Stickells, Ailza Hartree

ACC Girls’ Hockey - Open
BACK ROW: Georgia Munnings, Kirsty Luffell, Grace Cleary, Trilly Widger, Zeta Orman, Zoe Pogglia
FRONT ROW: Lauren Anderson, Bronwen Anderson, Mr Steve Young, Morgan Frossos, Phoebe Goldrick
ABSENT: Lara Burrows, Megan Green, Phoebe North, Kata Oski, Ellis Sforcina, Shalini Wanigasekara, Kari Somerville

Schoolgirls AFL Cup Team
BACK ROW: Freya Pritchard, Sam Palmer, Emma Caldro, Lara McInnis, Erin McInnis, Amy Neill
MIDDLE ROW: Bianca Lambert, Nikita Delaney, Naomi O’Hernery, Miss Robin Bravo, Georgia Cleghorn, Rubee Curtis, Bronwen Anderson
FRONT ROW: Jordanna Petersen, Niamh Cummins, Isabella Tralamino, Bree Russell-Lane, Luka Martins, Mackenzie Adams, Nidia Glogowski-Watson, Matthew Stickells, Ailza Hartree
ABSENT: Trinity Tregruthwa-Payne, Amy Mackay

ACC Year 10 AFL Cup
BACK ROW: Bryn Greenhalgh, Jordan Minchin, Lain Alexander, Felix Shackleton, Zachary Watsonson, Julian Vellette, Benjamin Whiffo, Daniel Cumming, Jack McCarthy, Mr Damien Stevens
FRONT ROW: Matthew Rankin, Kieran Reilly, Jack Goldrick, Adam Goodger, Finnay Mackay, Luke Rienets, Joshua Young, Alex Crowhurst, Kadu Atkin
ABSENT: James Fereday, James Manessis, Rhys Davies, Ryan Claridge, Joshua Mott
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Schoolgirls AFL Cup Team
BACK ROW: Freya Pritchard, Sam Palmer, Emma Caldro, Lara McInnis, Erin McInnis, Amy Neill
MIDDLE ROW: Bianca Lambert, Nikita Delaney, Naomi O’Hernery, Miss Robin Bravo, Georgia Cleghorn, Rubee Curtis, Bronwen Anderson
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ACC Year 10 AFL Cup
BACK ROW: Bryn Greenhalgh, Jordan Minchin, Lain Alexander, Felix Shackleton, Zachary Watsonson, Julian Vellette, Benjamin Whiffo, Daniel Cumming, Jack McCarthy, Mr Damien Stevens
FRONT ROW: Matthew Rankin, Kieran Reilly, Jack Goldrick, Adam Goodger, Finnay Mackay, Luke Rienets, Joshua Young, Alex Crowhurst, Kadu Atkin
ABSENT: James Fereday, James Manessis, Rhys Davies, Ryan Claridge, Joshua Mott

SSWA Badminton - Junior
LEFT TO RIGHT: Phoebe Goldrick, Catherine Cheong, Drisunth Sharma, Lauren Hanson, Harsha Morris, Shiza Farhan
ABSENT: Charlotte Cheung, Jackie Zheng, Ethan Tan

* SSWA - School Sport WA
SSWA Basketball - Junior

BACK ROW: Jamie Hill, Connor O’Dwyer, Mungi Crichton, Brendan Brown, Mr Huss Haaby, Connor Begley, Cooper Eves, Thomas Barnes, Erin Morton

FRONT ROW: Kate Kelly, Jessica Tregelles, Nadine James, Grace Barnes, Taylah Ion, Chloe Pederson, Bell Clayton, Elliott Butcher

ABSENT: Callum Taylor, Mathew Vanden berg, Chloe Lake

SSWA Tennis - Junior

BACK ROW: Kiaran Reilly, Cooper Milne, Emma Begley, Jack McCarthy, Laylaa Michael, Joelle Kenworthy-Green

FRONT ROW: Taylah Ion, Joel Walkemeyer, Fortune Amy, Kenzhan Watanabe, Allison Ferguson

ABSENT: Jason Warr, Charlotte Ch'ng, Nadia D'ianiewski, Watson, Fletcher Bright, Chase Scott, Liam Bushnell, Kharin Danason-Heard, Paudie Whalley, Lyndon Kenworthy-Green, Angus Kajour, William Litchfield, Oliver Ch'ng

SSWA Touch - Senior

BACK ROW: Thomas Jardine, Emma Calder, Daniel Cumming, Matt Bryar, Conal Hansford, Jay Lake, Bryn Greenhalgh

FRONT ROW: Juvenna Tassone, Bronwen Anderson, Olivia Drewitt, Harry Wang, Ebony Fisher, Isabella Tuff, Cartia Tassone

ABSENT: Reilly Foster, Taylor Hillsop, Rhys Davies, Joshua Mott

Year 7 Boys’ AFL Dockers Shield Team

BACK ROW: Cameron Moore, Cameron Kolnic, Fynn Gardiner, Ben Driscoll, Lloyd Allen

FRONT ROW: Samuel Trainaides, Lyndon Kenworthy-Green, Travis Gaudlett, Aryan Mohanty

ABSENT: Luke Alexander, Matthew Brown, Liam Bushnell, Lewis Butcher, Jacob Dean, Luca Farina, Matthias Gault, Oliver Sidero, Noah Kalkhoven, Dixon Lake, Ben Merrey, Francesco Palmiossa, Ben Powell, Harry Unwin

Year 7 Girls’ AFL Dockers Cup Team

BACK ROW: Ayla Woodland, Meisha McKenzie, Jessica Elliment, Georgia Prescott, Sophia Wyatt, Amber Mudsock, Miranda Templeman

FRONT ROW: Imogen Balcombe, Tahlia Hillyer, Jasmin Uden, Clara Moody, Katrina Aylmer, Evie Shackleton, Jennifer Fisher

ABSENT: Grace Lamont, Emily Mischka, Martha Pritchard, Jasmin Uden, Lisa Williams, Abbey Wright

Years 8 & 9 Eagles Schoolboys AFL Cup Team

BACK ROW: Ned Baker, Fynn Gardiner, Jean Coulson, Connor Begley, Cooper Eves, Sam McKenzie

FRONT ROW: Mason Glassica, Bartholomew Tang, Byron Blevin, Elliott Butcher, Chase Scott

ABSENT: Lachlan Hartfield, Paddy McQuirke, Nicholas Ahrrens, Cameron Alexander, Liam Bushnell
Senior School

Clubs, Groups & Achievements

Academic Scholarship Recipients 2015
LEFT TO RIGHT: Travis Gauntlett, Allison Cheung, Jeremy Wright, Ellen Smith, James Lund
ABSENT: Arham Farhan, Owen Santoso

Big Science Competition High Distinction Winners
BACK ROW: Bartholomew Tang, Aidan Clarke, Jonathan Morgan, Timothy Masters, Lachlan Murdoch, Oliver Ching, Juliet Morris
FRONT ROW: Shevanka Dias, Aneyjadeenadene, Anna Lerski, Ellen Smith, James Lund, Zoe Polglase, Lewis O’Brien, Rémi Hart
ABSENT: Tara Martin

Centre for Performing Arts Front of House Volunteers
BACK ROW: Amy Nairn, Meg Arnold, Noah O’Loughlin, Joshua Aylmore, Emma Arnold, William Loo, Yasmin Balto
FRONT ROW: Joshyline Tjandra, Grace Tang, Rohan Musgrave, Mr Adrian Arnold, Owen Wright, Megan Arney, Diya Iyengar
ABSENT: Mr Jonathan Tjandra (2014), Ms Vanessa Browne, Kate Davoren
Clubs, Groups & Achievements

Senior School

Coder Dojo Club

BACK ROW: Mrs Marianne Beattie, Steven White-Smith, Jayden White-Smith, Jett Gartner, Matthew White, Mrs Fiona Bassett
FRONT ROW: Jodi Walkemeyer, Sithu Ye Yint, Brayden Kelly, Cameron Tsang, Riley Ainge
ABSENT: Mitchell Rudd

Indigenous Scholarship Recipients 2015

LEFT TO RIGHT: Abbey Watkinson, Reanne Pickett
ABSENT: Paige James, Tanesha Bennell

Interschool Chess - Junior School & Senior School

BACK ROW: Mrs Ann Strautins, Rahal Wyseuriya, Liam Levingston, Thomas Morgan, Jayden White-Smith, Philip Newson, Thomas Yang, Christopher Ivison, Mrs Sara Mow
FRONT ROW: Connor Young, Matthew Tomison, Om Sharma, Ashwin Collins, Harry Laycock, Lloyd Allen, Marcus Larski, Kyle Black
ABSENT: Mrs Iola Wright, Julius Clegg, Peter Cheng, Mason Morgilia, Tim White

Interschool Debating

BACK ROW: Layaat Mikhail, Owen Wright, Alexander Clarke, Olivia Smyth, Jeremy Wright, Christopher John Dauds, William Litchfield, Harry Hughes, Benjamin Coleman, Steven Thiele;
FIFTH ROW: Lloyd Allen, Jamie Lang, Martha Pritchard, Georgia Prescott, Pyre Gardiner, Luke Barber, Cassie Manifold, Christopher Ivison, Ben Drew, James Lund, Amber Medlock;
FOURTH ROW: Ellen Smith, Brindan Wright, Bartholomew Tang, Fortune Arvy, Louise Williams, Melissa McKenzie, Samantha Lengerich, Samantha Bridger, Georgia Munungu, Amy Johnson, Connor Chapall, Anjali Mavly;
THIRD ROW: Rumi Hart, Shaina Jog, Max Werner, Luis O’Ryan, Samantha White, Asia Woodland, Jaymen Ludin, Emily Brinham, Ewa South, Baran Rissman, Ma Kelly, Rush Jog, Catherine Choo;
SECOND ROW: Ryan Vello, Kaysha Askanathan, Ashusha Naredhi, Michael Fijohn, Nina Barrow, Asha Burnwood, Tenayh Powell, Anna Larski, Peter Ballard, Thomas, Thomas Fisi Smith, Dylan Smith, Alison Ferguson;
FRONT ROW: Matthew Berry, Shevanka Dias Abayayunawardene, Emily Misichke, Grace Hoes, Ms Elizabeth Bowyer, Ms Mona Lingensjo, Ms Vanessa Kirkham, Mr Mitch Jameson, Madison Newman, Ellie Ballard Thomas, Aryan Mohanty, Jack Stibbs;

Leadership Scholarship Recipient 2015

ABOVE: William Litchfield

Lego Club - Junior School & Senior School

BACK ROW: Manya Taylor, Ethan Harper, Cameron Miles, Liam Levingston, Joshua Bolton, Rumi Hart, Aston Collins, Bailey Hulset
MIDDLE ROW: Alex Smith, Levi Gatt, Maticean Huddy, James Ganision-Dato, Mrs Rebecca Chapman, Noah Cross, Bridget Elamcentre, Finlay Balding, Adam Frasier
FRONT ROW: Jackson Bright, Hayden Rogalsky, Rodrigo Goncalves de Azevedo, Joshua Fernandez, Om Sharma, Sean Ngwee, Hayden Rajmohan, Ben Heatley
ABSENT: Connor Chapall, Mathew Harwood, Rawen Wyseuriya, Cameron Wright
Senior School Clubs, Groups & Achievements

**LEO Club**

**BACK ROW:** Martin Morgillo, Jeremy Wright, Mr Blaze Reynolds, Christopher John Daudu, Navina Adirendrakshminna
**FRONT ROW:** Bianca Lambert, Megan Clayton, Jessica Tyrils, Joeslyne Tjandra
**ABSENT:** Fraser de Wind, Olivia Snadden, Yus Min

**Luscombe Family Organ Scholarship Recipient 2015**

**PICTURED:** Jacob Smith

**MANGA Club**

**BACK ROW:** Chloe Spence, William Luo, Mr Chiharu Fukumoto, Jayden White-Smith, Daniel An
**FRONT ROW:** Joeslyne Tjandra, Mia Kelly, Sithu Ye Yint, Haley He, Sruti Dhakshinamoorthy

**Mathematics Competition Representatives** - Students pictured are those who received Distinctions or above

**BACK ROW:** Mike Xu, Marcus Wong, Jonathan Morgan, Ben Clark, Jeremy Wright, Matthew Stockells, Timothy Masters, Christopher John Daudu, Jayden White-Smith, Azriel Yap, Jack McCarthy
**FOURTH ROW:** Joel Ng, Thomas Yang, Faisal Hamza, Georgia Khinsoe, Andrew Jiang, Andy Law, Mitchell Hughes-Owen, Thomas Jardine, Layal Michael, Vishesh Ponnathurui, Rohan Muqayar, Roland Montes
**THIRD ROW:** Georgia Morenings, Jack O’Connor, Remy Seneque, Olivia Speir, Zoe Popham, Caitlyn Soon, Fynn Gardner, Sithu Ye Yint, Juliet Morris, Dina Millaclup, Jamie Lang, Bartholomew Tang, Harry Unwin
**SECOND ROW:** Matthias Gaut, Lexie O’Brien, Brandon Wylie, Lauren de Agrela, Lauren Anderson, Baran Rostamian, Yani Sinavatara, Laura Tan, Ashien Chooing, Ruth Neuraj, Brendan Wright, Grace Tang, Travis Gauntlett, Elliot Smith, Mrs Monique Ellement
**FRONT ROW:** Shevanka Dias Abyeguynawardene, Rexton Ly, Ellie Belford-Thomas, Joeslyne Tjandra, Rimi Hart, Travis Reany

**ABSENT:** Jeremy Ash, Jamal Fanaian, Mason Gliosca, Angus Kilgour, Ariella Lu, Benjamin Mikhail, Ella Trolo, Arham Farhan, Jack Walpe, Peter Cheing, Hazel Tillay

**Mathematics Competition Medal Winners**

**LEFT TO RIGHT:** Adian Smith (Australian Mathematics Competition Medal Winner), Jacob Smith (ICAS - Mathematics Medal Winner) and Shevanka Dias Abyeguynawardene (ICAS - Mathematics Medal Winner).
Mock Trial Team

BACK ROW: Chloe Spence, Josh Brett, Luke Barber, Owen Wright, Mr Tim Brown
FRONT ROW: Dechan Khadr, Olivia Smyth, Nina Barrow, Kyra Belford-Thomas
ABSENT: Laura Green, Sarah Kirke, Jonathan Morgan, Megan Richardson, Callum Whalley

National Chemistry Quiz High Distinction Winners

BACK ROW: Rohan Musgrave, Asriel Yap, Layal Michael, Jacide Smith, Thomas Jardine, Andy Law
MIDDLE ROW: Revi Hart, Ellie Belford-Thomas, Lashindri Wanigasekera, Joanne Luo, Bartholomew Tang, Aidan Smith
FRONT ROW: Grace Tang, Laura Tan, Travis Gauntlett, Leicie O’Brien, Shevanka Dias Abiyagunawandene, Shannae Carrell
ABSENT: Timothy Masters, James Lund, Lachlan Murdoch, Evi Crawford, Jonathan Morgan

Nulsen Youth Patrons 2015

BACK ROW: William Litchfield, Matt Bryan, Jeremy Wright, Christopher-John Dauku, Liam Alexander, Emma Begley
FRONT ROW: Vani Srivastava, Trinity Trgutnur Payne, Mr Tim Russell, Niamh Doherty, Niamh Cummins
ABSENT: Mr Steven Davies

Old Saints’ Scholarship Recipient 2015

ABOVE: Leicie O'Brien

Performing Arts Scholarship Recipients 2015

LEFT TO RIGHT: Joy Wu, Andrew Jiang, Cameron Tsang, Tessa Redman
ABSENT: Jamal Faizal, Mike Li

P&F Sponsorship Recipients 2015

BACK ROW: Jasmin Stone, Kai Mettner, Kari Somerville, Ian Tan, Holly Morgan
FRONT ROW: Alessandra Ho, Jisella Komoloth-Green, Kira Speechley, Jordanna Petersen, Kyra Belford-Thomas
ABSENT: Harry Wang, James Hanford, Zo Ellis, Matthew Vandenbarg, Felicity Metcalfe, Ellie John, Mason Morgillo, Felix Shackleton, Ryan Gardyne, Emma Cummings, Mia Kelly, Rohan Musgrave, Noah Bosica, Megan Clayton, Sarith Ranasinghe, Joshua Hayes, Pragash Murugesan, Disura Gunadewa, Jay Raffel, Liam Levingston

Robotics

BACK ROW: James Lund, Kristian Frossos, Noah Bosica, Joshua Hayes, Pragash Murugesan, Sarith Ranasinghe, Dylan Gardner, Liam Levingston, Dyvashah Sharma
MIDDLE ROW: Mr Aaron Musgrave (2013), Mr David Musgrave, Connor Chapell, Ben Drew, Revi Hart, Megan Clayton, Joel Wallamneyer, Mrs Donna Hatton, Mr Nick Dumas (2016)
FRONT ROW: Jay Raffel, Ryan Volpi, Kate Ellamont, Mason Morgillo, Rohan Musgrave, Anthony Tullify, Morgan Mandie, Thomas Fai Smith, Riley Aringe
ABSENT: Mr Christopher-Jack Andrew (2014), Charlton Bingham, Oliver Goder
Senior School  Clubs, Groups & Achievements

Science ICAS High Distinction Winners
LEFT TO RIGHT: Ellen Smith, Baratholomew Tang, Jacob Smith, New Hart
ABSENT: Andrew Jiang, Thomas Jardine

Southwell Music Tuition Grant Recipients 2015
BACK ROW: Paul Thackwray, Kyle Lobb, Jeremy Wright, Sarah Myers, Cameron Wright
FRONT ROW: Ashton Lake, Deana Moore, Bell Clayton, Ellie Bedford-Thomas
ABSENT: Kaelyn Fukumoto, Phoebe Goldrick, Brendan Wright, Genevieve Bowyer-Funnel, Diao Deyi, Matthew Stickells, Jay Lake, Devon Lake, Finn Payenberg, Joelle Kenworthy-Groen

Storylines Literature Festival Student Volunteers
BACK ROW: Noah Gioiosa, Jeremy Wright, Luke Barber, Christopher John Daudu, Joshua Hayes, Steven Thiele
FRONT ROW: Aleksandra Ho, Baran Rostamian, Megen Clayton, Astrid Brittain, Grace Tang, Bell Clayton
ABSENT: Jack Connell, Naomi Doherty, Elise Smith, Jenna Fuller, Ryan Garvey, Tessa Redman, Liam Alexander, Samuel Neil, Felicity McCall, Kate Bellchambers, Matthew Gilmore, Caitlin Berry, Jaime Prescott, Joshua Mott, Joshua Volpe, Meghan Beyea

Technical Theatre Club
BACK ROW: Mr Matthew Bancroft, Meg Arnold, Joshua Aylmore, Noah Gioiosa, Mr Adrian Arnold
FRONT ROW: Yasminie Bafar, Rohan Muqirava, Amy Neil, Owen Wright, Jushlynnie Tjandra
ABSENT: William Luo, Joshua Hayes, Kate Davoren
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United Nations Youth Australia Evatt Trophy
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Writers Group
BACK ROW: James Lund, Roland Montes, Georgia Balding, Andy Law, Ben Clark, Steven Thiele, Christian Rudd, Steven White-Smith
THIRD ROW: Genevieve Bowyer-Funnel, Sobhan Brennan, Ryan Garvey, Christopher Irison, Thomas Morgan, Julian Morris, Tessa Redman, Rachel Nicholas, Paisley Burrows
SECOND ROW: Ms Sue Cameron, Brendan Wright, Baran Rostamian, Jenna Fuller, Alex Lu, Ashleigh Heung-Chin, Bell Clayton, Samantha White, Mrs Ann Strautins
FRONT ROW: Ashleigh Reenick, Arnav Patil, Grace Hayes, Ellen Smith, Anna Lerski, Leanne O’Brien, Michael Fallon, Grace Thompson
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This year witnessed the dawning of the Arts at All Saints’ College as four became five. The Arts now comprises Dance, Drama, Media, Music and the recent addition of Visual Arts.

A broad and eclectic range of events was presented to the College community this year in order to widen the scope of offerings and push the boundaries beyond preconceived expectations. In the Arts we foster the philosophy of risk-taking and are committed to developing a creative environment where risks are taken to push boundaries. Our program this year has reflected this initiative.

For Music, by its own extremely high standards, 2015 was a genuinely ground-breaking year for our students and staff. Collaborations and partnerships were forged with both The University of Western Australia (UWA) and the Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts (WAAPA). Witnessing our own young musicians share a stage with WA’s most promising artists was very much a highlight. These partnerships resulted in All Saints’ hosting internationally-acclaimed violinist Alexandre Da Costa and WASO’s Principal Trumpet player, Brent Grapes, for performances and workshops this year. As well as the College Music Concert, we also introduced the inaugural Chamber Music Recital, which, as our Director of Music Mrs Anette Kerkovius stated, was specifically created for our pianists who often have a very solitary musical path. The success of this evening means this event will become an annual occurrence in the years to come.

Our next major performance was the highly-anticipated Dance Concert, Zeitgeist: Spirit of the Time, held in August. The Dance Concert is consistently the jewel in the Arts crown, bringing together more than 250 students from both the Junior School and Senior School over three wonderful nights. These performances celebrated the talent of our students and staff, who work tirelessly throughout the year to offer a wide range of emotional experiences.

The Visual Arts introduced this year a midyear exhibition celebrating the talents of our past and present staff. This exhibition was opened by former Head of Department, Mr. Keith Brewin, and was not only a celebration of the wonderful artwork, but also an opportunity for the College community to come together.

The philosophy of this event reinforced the aspect of staff taking risks by exhibiting their own work to the public and practically evoking the old adage that they ‘practise what they preach’. At the end of the year the annual Art, Design and Technologies’ Exhibition opened its doors and was received with acclaimed reviews. This exhibition was a celebration of our students’ talent and hard work, and was opened by Fleur Schell, a friend and collaborator of the vibrant Arts at the College.

Through the wide and varied Arts program in 2015 we were also treated to performances through our boutique events including Battle of the Bands and Choirs, Choreography Night, Strings Eisteddfod, Street Theatre on the Common, Year 12 Perspectives and our numerous musical recitals.

We look forward to an exciting year ahead for the Arts at All Saints’ College and the unveiling of our new production company, which will bring industry professionals to our campus to work with our community and beyond.

Mr Stephen Roberts
Senior School The Arts
Senior School 🌈 The Arts
Amati Strings
BACK ROW: Alex Le, Ashton Lake, Zoe Poulgaise, Campbell Kilgour, Lisa Williams, Jennifer Fiallon
FRONT ROW: Bartholomew Tang, Catherine Choeung, Mrs Thoa Kotsa, Eliza Bellev-Thomas, Cameron Tsang
ABSENT: Ashley Tsang

Cocurricular Dance Teachers
BACK ROW: Lochie Walmsley, Emerson Day, Matt Cowley, Tiffany Verga, Freya Pritchard

College Voices (Year 7 & 8 Girls)
BACK ROW: Paris Gibaud, Martha Pritchard, Jessica Coltham, Meisha McKenzie, Jessica Ellamant, Anjali Mishra
MIDDLE ROW: Alexandra O’Brien, Ashton Lake, Jazmyn Uden, Mrs Angela Currie, Amy Morgan, Emily Bingham, Anna Larski
FRONT ROW: Eliza Bellev-Thomas, Ashlee Rennick, Shalindra Wanigasekera, Emma Watson, Charlie Scott, Grace Thompson, Jennifer Fiallon
ABSENT: Mrs Rosemary Jose (Accompanist)

Concert Band
BACK ROW: James Lund, Benjamin Coleman, William Loo, Christopher John Gaud, Cameron Wright, Bryan Niu, Elana Asch, Jamie Largy
THIRD ROW: Jazmyn Uden, Amy Johnson, Caitlin de Fendi, Ashton Lake, Amelia Starling, Jessica Tregilips, Cameron Tsang, Samantha White
SECOND ROW: Lynden Kenworthy-Green, Daniel Barrett, Cooper Lewis, Devon Lake, Phoebe Goldrick, Patrick McPhail, Marcus Larski, Harrison Laycock, Matthew Tendron
FRONT ROW: Bailey Hardy, Rachel Ha, Sancha Ogren, Kian Hart, Aryan Mohanty, Ashley Tsang, Kealy Smith, Louis Walden
ABSENT: Kyle Lobb, Mr Steven Harmer (Director), Ms Eboney Nheu-Leong (Director)

Corelli Strings
BACK ROW: Joy Wu, Kiera Harwood, Yul Min, Mrs Thoa Kotsa, Anella Lu, Serena Joppich, Glis Dwyer
FRONT ROW: Cameron Wright, Lachlan Rogers, Laura Tan, Alexander Coleman, Julia Zheng, Darwina Bowyer-Runnels, Julian Loo

Drama Club (Years 7 & 8)
BACK ROW: Annabel Bright, Alex Le, Lisa Williams, Meisha McKenzie, Finn Gardner, Samantha Langerich, Anjali Mishra, Amber Medlock
MIDDLE ROW: Lynden Kenworthy-Green, Takika Halley, Alex Saunders, Travis Gauntlett, Madison Gauntlett, Ciara Moody, Eva South, Merrisha Aasokanathan, Eva Shackleton
FRONT ROW: Ellie Bellev-Thomas, Grace Hora, Madison Newman, Kaysha Aasokanathan, Premila Danison-Dats, Ashlee Rennick, Grace Thompson, Rachel Ha
Saints’ Harmony
(Years 9 - 12 Girls)
BACK ROW: Mrs Angela Currie, Joanne Luo, Meghan Beya, Sonia Westerna, Caitlyn Sion, Grace Whitney, Mrs Anette Kerkovius
FRONT ROW: Joshyne Tjandra, Ruth Nesaraj, Emma Haines, Vivien Pua, Rachel Nesaraj, Lashndri Wanigasekera
ABSENT: Kate Bellchambers, Rosie Birt, Mia Kelly, Madeline Pittono

Saxophone Quartet
LEFT TO RIGHT: Deana Moore, Jeremy Wright, Luke Barber, Sarah Myers
ABSENT: Mr Daniel Hart [Director]

Senior Brass Ensemble
BACK ROW: Steven Thiele, Charlton Bingham, Svan Ayres, Jayden Tan
FRONT ROW: Cameron Tsang, Angus Kilgour, Paudie Whalley, Benjamin Deacon
ABSENT: Rastan Fukumoto, Mr Steven Harmer [Director]

Street Theatre on The Common (Years 7 - 10)
BACK ROW: James Lund, Juliet Morris, Amelia Starling, Sophie Wyatt, Georgia Balding, Isabelle Arnold, Georgia Prescott, Martha Pritchard, Tessa Redman, Jamie Lang
THIRD ROW: Travis Gauntlett, Katrina Aylmore, Jazmyn Udwin, Alex Le, Lisa Williams, Callum Arndt, Tyler Redman, Animabright, Eva South, Ayla Woodland, Amy Johnson, Meghan Beys
SECOND ROW: Asha Burwood, Amy Palmer, Clara Moody, Samantha White, Madison Gauntlett, Kate Bellchambers, Sarah Birney, Kush Jog, Imogen Balcombe, Alex Saunders, Tahila Halley, Lyndon Womanth-Braven
FRONT ROW: Rexton t., Asha Bennick, Madison Newman, Elie Bellford-Thomas, Baran Rustaman, Tanehay Powell, Kaysha Aukananthan, Grace Hoes, Alison Furgason, Jack Stocks
ABSENT: Marisa McCourt, Mackenzie Adams, Shaun Morgan, Anjali Mishra, Shiza Farhan, Eleanor Crawforth, Jessica Gotham, Alice Petersen, Chieh Fander, Emma Broaddus, Samantha Langnerich, Jacin Quinlin, Angela Liyman, Ella-August, Amy Morgan, Layne Brown, Christopher Ivison, Grace Barber, Nadine James, Charlotte Ching, Max Barrow, Steven While-Smith, Jeremy Ash, Deon Lake, Matt Bryan, Vivien Pua, Natasha Elturich, Dayne Metzner, Eden Covich, Joel Pires, Callum Taylor, Taya Kalkhoven, Jameson Bland, Paris Dibb, Grace Thompson, Merrissa Aukananthan, Rosa Birt, Caitlin de Wind, Indya Keefle, Taneisha Bennett, Jack Connell, Noah Kalkhoven, Jasper Saunders

Symphonic Band
BACK ROW: William Luo, Matthew White, Jeremy Wright, Cameron Wright, Paul Trackery, Luke Barber, Christopher John Daivalo, Charlton Bingham, Jay Lake, Harrison McKinnon
THIRD ROW: Callum Soon, Elana Aish, Finn Payen, Andrew Jiang, Grace Barber, Steven Theile, Sarah Myers, Elva Lintern, Tara Martin, Jessica Gotham
SECOND ROW: Bell Clayton, Ayla Woodland, Jamie Lang, Anjali Mishra, Juliet Morris, Ms Jennifer Winley, Layne Brown, Stella Womanth-Braven, Paris Dibb, Deana Moore, Paulie Whalley
FRONT ROW: Dylan Smith, Jedsyn Tyrin, Jazmyn Udwin, Alison Cheung, Luke Simpson, Adam Smith, Kirsty Johnson, Olivia Clinkers, Kyra Bellford-Thomas, Angus Kilgour
ABSENT: Elari John, Owen Santoso, Brendan Wright, Jaydon Tan, Fraser de Wind, Dayne Metzner, Kyle Lobb

Year 12 Perspectives
BACK ROW: Jims Rankin, Nic Ramsay, Julian Loo, Ryan Panizza
FRONT ROW: Madison Hoes, Megan Franey, Freya Pritchard, Grace Whitney, Hayley Greenhalgh
ABSENT: Olivia Spear
Front Cover: Katya Bates (Year 12), William Litchfield (Year 10), Jazmyn Uden (Year 7) and Jessica Cotham (Year 8)

1 & 2. Megan Franey (Year 12)

3. Chloe James (Year 11)

4. Cassie Manifold (Year 12)

5. Julia Zheng (Year 11)

6. Alison Valov (Year 10)

7. Rania Roz (Year 11)

8. Rory Dalitz (Year 10)

Black Swan Youth Portraiture Finalist
Senior School - Art, Design & Technologies’ Exhibition

Senior School Art, Design & Technologies’ Exhibition

36. Martha Pritchard (Year 7) 37. Taylor Hislop (Year 12) 38. Sarah Cross (Year 8) 39. Year 9 ‘Selfie Scarves’ 40. Louise Latino (Year 8)
41. ‘Kaleidoscopic Landscapes’ Lauren de Agrela, Harriet Holbrook and Campbell Kilgour (Year 9) 42. Erin McEvoy (Year 11) 43. Angel Liu (Year 9)
It never occurred to me that I may be in a graduating class with a future Prime Minister of Australia or a neurosurgeon. Retreat not only taught the Year 12s about themselves, but about one another as well.

A two-night stay at various locations with new and old friends and stepping out of your comfort zone wasn’t the way most of us had planned on starting the year. However, the Year 12 Retreat was a great success.

The aim of Retreat was to discover who we are as individuals and understand who others are behind the ‘masks’ we all wear. We participated in many activities to build trust, as well as shared stories. All of this helped to achieve the aim.

Although we experienced a few hiccups along the way, including a bushfire which saw one group spend a day at All Saints’ and a thunderstorm on the first night, as a year group we managed to work out solutions to our problems. This lesson became very useful for the stressful academic year on which we where about to embark.

Retreat showed us that there will always be help - all you have to do is ask. We learnt many lessons and forged strong bonds, which I’m sure will last a lifetime. It prepared us not only for Year 12, but also for the rest of our lives. Retreat was one of the best parts of my College experience.

Katelyn Hann
Year 12